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Cover: From the top - Model 84M Adirondack .308 Win., Solo Crimson Carry 9mm, 
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Kimber pistols, rifles and Less-Lethal products set the performance standard  
for the industry. Clockwise from left: Model 84L Mountain Ascent™ .270 Win.,  
PepperBlaster® II, Solo® Sapphire™ 9mm, Rimfire Target Conversion Kit™ (silver) .22 LR 
and Desert Warrior® TFS .45 ACP.

Unequaled Quality. 
Even before the first Kimber® rifle was completed some 30 years 

ago, manufacturing firearms of unequaled quality was already the 

singular company goal. Do this, it was reasoned, and everything else 

will fall in line. On the strength of that commitment, Kimber has 

become the world’s largest producer of 1911 pistols and the market 

leader in classic hunting rifles. Recent introductions of dynamic new 

platforms like Solo 9mm and Micro .380 ACP pistols, along with 

PepperBlaster less-lethal products, have established Kimber as an 

innovator as well; a position that will continue to solidify as new 

firearms and accessories are launched. Quality is the true measure 

of value. Whether it means accuracy or dependability, the beauty of 

a finish or the precise  fit of wood to metal, quality is an integral part 

of every Kimber. 

Unmatched Performance. 
More law enforcement professionals, competition shooters and  

people who carry a firearm for personal protection choose Kimber than 

any other brand of 1911 pistol. Solo 9mm micro-compacts have been 

backordered since the day they were introduced and Micro .380 ACP 

pistols have been welcomed with similar demand. Hunters and shooters 

who refuse to compromise accuracy, dependability or elegance insist 

on Kimber rifles in increasing numbers. This has all happened for a  

single reason–Kimber pistols and rifles deliver unmatched performance. 

Meeting demand has fostered a continuing expansion that emphasizes 

quality, along with making improvements to both delivery and customer 

service. Today, Kimber stands as the symbol of quality American-made 

firearms. As it always has been, performance remains why Kimber is 

what all guns should be.

Kimber offers nearly 200 purpose-built pistols and rifles to meet any need.
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Micro Raptor Stainless 
Our Micro .380 ACP provides unmatched quality  

in small concealed carry options. For 2015 we are 

providing the features and finishes of the ever popular 

Raptor family to our line of superior micro compact 

carry options. See page 46.

Solo
The Solo not only provides all metal construction, 9mm power, 

and a 2.7-inch barrel in 17 ounces; it also continues to provide 

the custom features and finishes that are expected from Kimber. 

The Solo Carry with Rosewood Grips and Solo Crimson Carry 

offer additional grip options; the Solo Sapphire offers the unique 

finishes and features found in our 1911 lines such as frame 

texturing and PVD slide finish of the Sapphire and Onyx. 

See page 48.

Special Editions
The overwhelming popularity of the Sapphire Ultra II 

will continue with the Sapphire Pro II in 9mm, and the 

additions of the Onyx Ultra II in 9mm and .45 ACP. 

Unique custom finishes, accented by intricate  

engraving, draw attention to these one of a kind  

gem tone 1911s. See page 38.

Threaded for Suppression
Expanding the options for threaded barrels, we have added two full-

sized models in the Desert Warrior TFS and the Warrior SOC TFS 

both with 5.5-inch barrels. In addition to our full-size selections we 

have included the Pro TLE II TFS which has a 4.5-inch barrel. All 

TFS models ship with a thread protector for use when a suppressor is 

not attached. See pages 14 and 18.

Adirondack & Tactical
Continuing as the industry leader in lightweight hunting rifles, we are 

adding the 300 AAC Blackout and 6.5 Creedmoor to the Adirondack. 

Tactical rifle options expand with the addition of 6.5 Creedmoor in  

the Advanced Tactical II and the Advanced Tactical SOC, while  

the Advanced Tactical SRC provides new barrel and stock features. 

See pages 58 and 64.

The continuous expansion of models is a Kimber hallmark.  Special finishes 
and custom features are welcomed by firearms owners who insist on the 
best and refuse to compromise.  At Kimber, quality is everything, ensuring  
a lifetime of flawless service at peak performance.

Micro Raptor 
 Stainless

Solo Carry with 
Rosewood Grips

Solo Sapphire

Advanced 
Tactical SRC

Solo Crimson Carry

Eclipse & Custom Shop 
The popular Eclipse family now ships with the highly  

effective Slatewood Crimson Trace Lasergrips sight system. 

 The addition of Rosewood Crimson Trace Lasergrips on  

our RCP (Refined Carry Pistol) elevates this top seller to a  

new level of specialization. See pages 26 and 40.

Onyx Ultra II

Sapphire Ultra II

Desert Warrior TFS

Warrior SOC TFS

Pro TLE II TFS

Eclipse Ultra II (LG)

RCP II (LG)

Adirondack

NEW PRODUCTS TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com
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The Ultra CDP II (above) and Gold Match II (below)  
represent the full spectrum of the Kimber 1911 pistol  
selection. Designed for concealed carry, competition  
and tactical applications; nearly 100 purpose-built models  
are offered.

Accuracy, dependability and meaningful features determine the true  
quality of a pistol. On the strength of quality, Kimber has become the  
world’s largest producer of 1911 pistols. Compare a Kimber with any  
other brand of 1911 – or any other type of semi-automatic – and see  
why Kimber is the choice of America’s best.

Like all Kimber centerfire 1911 pistols, the Ultra CDP II  
has a barrel machined from solid stainless steel 
to critical match grade dimensions. CDP pistols 
also have a Carry Melt treatment that rounds and 
blends edges so they will not snag.

Kimber 1911 chambers are cut to critical match 
grade dimensions so each pistol can realize 
its true accuracy potential. Ejection ports are 
lowered and flared so ejecting brass easily clears, 
avoiding jams.

With a pull weight of 4-5 pounds, Kimber match 
grade triggers break crisp and clean. There is no 
long take-up, heavy pull or overtravel common 
to other brands and semi-automatic designs. A 
smooth trigger pull increases both confidence 
and accuracy.

All Kimber pistols wear fixed, adjustable or 
night sight sets securely mounted in dovetails 
machined into the slide. Kimber sights are steel 
for maximum integrity and durability.

Kimber® builds the world’s finest 1911 pistols right here in America.  

This is fitting, as few things are more American than a 1911 .45 ACP. 

Moreover, each critical component is manufactured inside the Kimber 

factories for the best reason of all – getting it right means doing it yourself. 

The finest raw materials form the foundation and Kimber does the rest, 

ensuring every part meets unequaled standards. 

America’s best shooters choose Kimber pistols. Legendary LAPD® SWAT 

tested five major brands and chose Kimber. United States Marines assigned 

to Special Operations Command chose Kimber. The U.S.A. Shooting 

Rapid Fire Pistol Team trains for Olympic and international competitions  

with a Kimber. They all chose Kimber for the same reasons: quality,  

dependability and accuracy. So should you.

Complete descriptions of Kimber 1911 pistols are presented throughout 

the following pages and a network of nearly 2,000 Kimber Master Dealers 

across America stand ready to assist in the selection of a model that meets 

any need. To locate the nearest Kimber Master Dealer, find information 

on new models or view product videos, please visit Kimber on Facebook 

or at kimberamerica.com.

The Team Match II features a stainless steel slide and frame with highly-polished 
flats, special markings and special grips.  The slide is coated in an ultra-durable  
DLC finish as well.  Available in .45 ACP and 9mm, details are on page 16.

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/19111911 PISTOLS
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Each of the above pistols overlays the image  

of a full-size 1911 for comparison.

Solo 9mm pistols has ergonomics similar to that of a 1911 for comfortable  

and intuitive handling. With an aluminum frame and steel slide it is one of the 

smallest and most powerful pocket pistols available. Featuring ambidextrous 

safety and magazine release, properly dimensioned sights and smooth, consistent 

trigger pull. There is no compromise between size, accuracy and power.

SOLO
• Short 2.7-inch barrel for maximum concealability.
• Weighing just 17 ounces, Solos are among the smallest 

and lightest steel/aluminum guns in their class.
• 1911 ergonomics.
• Available in 9 models, all in 9mm.

Features

With a 3-inch bull barrel and a short grip, Ultra models are easy to conceal and 

comfortable to carry. Most frames are made from aluminum rather than steel 

to reduce weight. While light pistols do have a slight increase in felt recoil, this 

is minimized by Kimber’s recoil system and unequaled 1911 ergonomics. Ultra 

pistols are the smallest and lightest 1911 pistols offered today, but Kimber quality 

ensures this does not compromise either dependability or accuracy.

ULTRA
• Barrel is just 3 inches long for easiest concealment.
• Short grip for concealability and comfortable carry.
• Most Ultra models weigh just 25 ounces.
• Available in 21 models and 2 calibers.

Features

The Ultra+ combines the 3-inch barrel and light weight of Ultra models with a 

full-length grip for improved recoil control. They are a better fit for shooters with 

large hands and accept full-length magazines with additional capacity. Weighing 

just 27 ounces, 2 ounces more than an Ultra, the increased control provided  

by the full-length grip is a significant advantage for many shooters, improving  

accuracy and reducing time between shots.

ULTRA+
• Barrel is just 3 inches long for easiest concealment.
• Full-length grip fits shooters with larger hands.
• Weighing just 27 ounces, Ultra+ pistols are easy to carry.
• Available in 2 models, both in .45 ACP.

Features

Compact models blend the short grip of the Ultra with the longer 4-inch barrel  

of Pro models, the reverse of the Ultra+ configuration. The longer barrel 

increases the distance between the sights for more consistent aiming. It also gives 

an increase in velocity, and additional weight improves balance and reduces felt 

recoil. Compact models are ideal for shooters with smaller hands and work well 

for concealed carry or home defense.

COMPACT
• Barrel is 4 inches long for better balance and extra velocity. 
• Short grip for easier carry and concealment.
• Lighter weight for more comfortable carry.
• Available in 1 model in .45 ACP.

Features

Combining a 4-inch barrel with a full-length grip, Pro models may be the best 

all-around 1911 configuration. One is certain to be an ideal choice for concealed 

carry, personal defense or general use. Some have lightweight aluminum frames 

while others have heavier steel frames. Two even have the Kimber Tactical Rail™ 

for mounting lights and accessories. All have a near-perfect balance that makes 

shooting them easy, accurate and fun.

PRO
• Barrel is 4 inches long to optimize balance and  

concealability.
• Full-length grip fits shooters with larger hands.
• Frame options permit a model selection that  

meets any need. 
• Available in 24 models and 3 calibers.

Features

Micro .380 ACP pistols include many proven 1911 design elements that make 

them comfortable to carry, quick and safe to operate, and easy to shoot accurately. 

Weighing just 13.4 ounces and with a barrel length of only 2.75 inches, they are 

ideal for concealed carry. Mild .380 ACP recoil, smooth single-action trigger pull 

and well-designed sights make them a pleasure to shoot. They are also a perfect 

fit for anyone with small hands.

MICRO
• Short 2.75-inch barrel and thin profile ensures  

concealability.
• Weighing just 13.4 ounces, Micro pistols are easy to carry.

• Smaller grip dimensions improve fit for small hands. 
• Available in 5 models, all in .380 ACP. 

Features

With a 5-inch barrel and full-length grip, Custom* models are full-size 1911 

pistols. The most popular configuration, they are favored by law enforcement 

professionals and competition shooters. Slightly heavier and with a greater 

distance between sights, they are easier to shoot accurately and have reduced felt 

recoil. The slim profile and outstanding 1911 ergonomics make them ideal for 

duty, personal defense and general use.

CUSTOM
• Full-length grip fits shooters with larger hands.
• Barrel is 5 inches long for optimal velocity  

and accuracy.
• Wide selection of models for any application.
• Available in 44 models and 5 calibers.

Features

*“Custom” is not always part of full-size pistol names.

1911 & MICRO PISTOLS Handgun Selection Guide TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/1911
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*The Royal II has a carbon steel barrel.  
A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Ultra Carry™ II 3200061 .45 ACP 3 25

Ultra Carry II/Night Sights™ 3200072 .45 ACP 3 25

Stainless Ultra Carry™ II 3200062 .45 ACP 3 25

Stainless Ultra Carry™ II 3200177 9mm 3 25

Pro Carry™ II 3200051 .45 ACP 4 28

Pro Carry™ II 3200123 9mm 4 28

Pro Carry II/Night Sights™ 3200070 .45 ACP 4 28

Stainless Pro Carry™ II 3200052 .45 ACP 4 28

Stainless Pro Carry™ II 3200178 9mm 4 28

Stainless Pro Carry II/Night Sights™ 3200071 .45 ACP 4 28

Stainless Pro Carry™ HD II 3200054 .45 ACP 4 35

Stainless Pro Carry™ HD II 3200044 .38 Super 4 35

Custom II 3200001 .45 ACP 5 38

Custom II/Night Sights™ 3200015 .45 ACP 5 38

Stainless II 3200007 .45 ACP 5 38

Stainless II 3200179 9mm 5 38

Stainless II/Night Sights™ 3200016 .45 ACP 5 38

Custom Target™ II 3200004 .45 ACP 5 38

Stainless Target™ II 3200008 .45 ACP 5 38

Stainless Target™ II 3200108 9mm 5 38

Stainless Target™ II 3200043 .38 Super 5 38

Stainless Target™ II 3200107 10mm 5 38

Custom II/Walnut™ 3200002 .45 ACP 5 38

Royal™ II 3200263 .45 ACP 5 38

Custom, Pro & Ultra II

The accuracy, absolute dependability and features  
of this Kimber family sets the standard against which 
all other 1911 brands and models are compared.  
Their legendary performance has made Kimber the 
world’s largest producer of 1911 pistols.  A Kimber 
1911 is a perfect choice for concealed carry, personal 
defense or competition.

The Kimber Custom, Pro Carry and Ultra 

Carry II family has no-nonsense standard  

features that promote intuitive operation and  

absolute dependability: lowered and flared ejection  

ports, machined dovetail mounted three dot or 

tritium night sights, and rounded and blended 

edges for comfortable carry.  All models have 

a Kimber Firing Pin Safety, designated by “II” 

in the model name, provides an extra margin 

of confidence. The Custom size is constructed  

with all steel or stainless steel and a variety of 

sight and finish options. While the Pro and  

Ultra sizes have the same slide construction as 

the Custom, most of the frames are constructed 

with lightweight aluminum frames; combine this 

with the slim nature of the 1911 and you have 

the ultimate in carry and concealability. 

Kimber 1911 slides and frames 
are paired early in production 
and travel through the factory 
together, ensuring optimal 
fitting of every part. This is one 
of many reasons Kimber pistols 
deliver unequaled performance 
and dependability.

The Royal II .45 ACP wears bone 
grips and a charcoal blue finish 
from Turnbull Restoration.

• Kimber match grade barrels are machined from a 
single piece of solid stainless steel, ensuring  
accuracy and long life.*

• Kimber 1911 pistols feature a beveled magazine well 
for quick and positive loading. 

• An enlarged firing pin stop locks the extractor in 
position for absolute reliability.

• The magazine release button is checkered for fast 
and positive operation.

• All Kimber 1911 pistols feature a polished breech 
face for flawless feeding and extraction.

Features

Custom II/Walnut 
Features of the Custom II 

plus walnut grips

Royal II
Charcoal blue finish  

and solid bone grips

Custom Target II
Features of the Custom II  

plus adjustable sight

Stainless Target II
Features of the Stainless II  

plus adjustable sight

Custom II
Match grade barrel,  

chamber and trigger

Stainless II
Features of the 

Custom II plus  
stainless steel

Pro Carry II
Full-length grip plus 

aluminum frame

Stainless Pro Carry II
Stainless steel slide  

and aluminum frame. 
Also available in 

 HD frame.

Ultra Carry II
Short grip, 3-inch barrel,  

weighs 25 ounces,  
7-round magazine

Stainless Ultra Carry II
Features of Ultra Carry II  

plus stainless steel slide

1911 PISTOLS Custom, Pro & Ultra II TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/1911
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A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66. 

Pistols designed for law enforcement and home 
defense benefit from meaningful features that  
enhance performance.  Kimber Custom TLE II  
pistols are available in a selection of calibers and 
configurations that meet almost any requirement.  
Models with the Kimber Tactical Rail™ accept a  
variety of lights and sights, and some are also 
threaded for suppression.

Custom TLE models are professional tools  

created in cooperation with law enforcement 

and military experts who required a Kimber 

Custom II with enhanced features. A TLE  

(Tactical Law Enforcement) is widely regarded  

as the ideal 1911 for duty carry, tactical  

applications and personal protection. Both steel 

and stainless steel models are offered. All have 

night sights to ensure low-light performance and 

30 lines-per-inch front strap checkering for a 

positive grip even with cold, wet or gloved hands. 

Some also have the Kimber Tactical Rail for  

accessory attachment and two models have  

extended barrels that are threaded for suppression. 

Chambered in .45 ACP, as well as 9mm and 

10mm, these combinations are unbeatable for 

duty and home defense.

All Custom TLE pistols feature 
30 lines-per-inch front strap 
checkering for a positive grip 
and greater control regardless 
of moisture or environmental 
conditions. Frames are carefully 
machined from the finest steel 
or stainless steel.

Two TLE models with a threaded 
barrel are available. Chambered  
in .45 ACP and 9mm, and with the 
option of the Kimber Tactical Rail, 
TFS (Threaded for Suppression)  
pistols include a thread protector cap.

Custom TLE pistols feature 3-dot 
(green) night sights for enhanced 
performance in low light conditions.  
The front dot is brighter to  
encourage immediate  
focus on the front sight  
and beyond.

The Custom TLE/RL II (TFS) is the first 
Kimber pistol with a barrel threaded  
for suppression. It is available in both 
.45 ACP and 9mm.

• TLE pistols have 3-dot (green) night sights and 30 
lines-per-inch front strap checkering.

• TLE/RL models feature the Kimber Tactical Rail for 
quick accessory attachment. 

• TFS models have barrels threaded for  
suppression and include a thread protector cap.

• Models chambered in 9mm and 10mm have a 
ramped stainless steel match grade barrel.

Features

1911 PISTOLS Custom TLE II TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/1911

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Custom TLE™ II 3200068 .45 ACP 5 38

Custom TLE™ II 3200280 10mm 5 38

Custom TLE/RL™ II 3200139 .45 ACP 5 38

Custom TLE/RL™ II 3200281 10mm 5 38

Stainless TLE™ II 3200148 .45 ACP 5 38

Stainless TLE/RL™ II 3200140 .45 ACP 5 38

Custom TLE™ II (TFS) 3200291 .45 ACP 5 38

Custom TLE™ II (TFS) 3200293 9mm 5 38

Custom TLE/RL™ II (TFS) 3200292 .45 ACP 5 38

Custom TLE/RL™ II (TFS) 3200294 9mm 5 38

Custom TLE II

Custom TLE II
Night sights and front strap  

checkering

Stainless TLE/RL II
Features of the  

Stainless TLE II plus  
Kimber Tactical Rail

Custom TLE/RL II
Features of the Custom TLE II

plus Kimber Tactical Rail

Custom TLE II (TFS)
Features of the  

Custom TLE II plus 
threaded barrel

Stainless TLE II
Features of the Custom TLE II  

plus stainless steel slide and 
frame

Custom TLE/RL II (TFS)
Features of the  

Custom TLE II (TFS) plus  
Kimber Tactical Rail
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*Includes Crimson Trace® Lasergrips.® 
A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Ultra TLE™ II 3200242 .45 ACP 3 25

Stainless Ultra TLE™ II 3200239 .45 ACP 3 25

Ultra TLE™ II (LG) 3200241 .45 ACP 3 25

Stainless Ultra TLE™ II (LG) 3200244 .45 ACP 3 25

Pro TLE™ II 3200168 .45 ACP 4 35

Stainless Pro TLE™ II 3200238 .45 ACP 4 35

Pro TLE/RL™ II 3200116 .45 ACP 4 36

Stainless Pro TLE/RL™ II 3200149 .45 ACP 4 36

Stainless Pro TLE™ II (LG)* 3200237 .45 ACP 4 35

Pro TLE™ TFS 3200310 .45 ACP 4 35

Pro, Ultra TLE II

NEW

Reduced barrel or barrel and frame size combined 
with specialized features for duty, concealed carry 
and home defense are the hallmark of Pro TLE and 
Ultra TLE pistols.  Standard feature of front strap 
checkering and tritium night sights, combined 
with optional laser grips, rails, finishes and a barrel 
threaded for suppression provide an option for  
any application.

Nowhere is dependability more critical than in a  

carry pistol; Kimber Pro TLE and Ultra TLE 

take quality and performance to the next  

level.  Chambered in .45 ACP or 9mm, a 

Kimber Pro size pistol is an ideal combination  

of size, weight and power. The Tacoma,  

Washington P.D. extensively tested the Pro 

models and found them to be the single most 

dependable firearm they had put through 

the paces in 20 years. Ultra Carry lightweight  

aluminum frames are created on the same 

state of the art machines and to the same exact  

tolerances as full-size steel frames. When you  

carry a Kimber, you carry with absolute  

confidence.

All Kimber 1911 pistols have 
beveled slide serrations that will 
not snag clothing or holsters. 
Serrations are deep and wide 
to ensure a positive grip; even 
with cold, wet or gloved hands.

RL models have an integral 
Picatinny rail for accessory 
attachment. Along with TLE and 
other designated models, they 
also feature 3-dot (green) night 
sights which greatly enhance 
low-light performance.

Pro and Ultra pistols have 4- and 
3-inch stainless steel bushingless 
match grade bull barrels fitted 
directly to the slide. Chambers 
and triggers are also match 
grade. Shorter barrels make 
them easier to conceal and 
more comfortable to carry.

The Stainless Pro TLE II (LG) .45 ACP is perfect for 
duty, concealed carry and personal defense.

• TLE models have dovetail-mounted tritium 
night sights and 30 lines-per-inch front strap 
checkering for enhanced performance regard-
less of condition. These sizes are constructed 
with bushingless bull barrels.

• Ultra Carry slides have the longest cycle time 
of any small 1911, ensuring unequalled reli-
ability. Frames are machined from solid bricks 
of extensively tested and proven 7075-T7 
aluminum.

• Pro TLE frames are made from steel or stainless 
steel.

• Available optional features include laser grips, 
rails or TFS barrel.

Features

Ultra TLE II (LG) & 
Stainless Ultra TLE II (LG) 

Features of the Ultra TLE II 
plus laser grips

Ultra TLE II & 
Stainless Ultra TLE II 

Features of the Stainless 
Ultra Carry plus night sights 

and front strap checkering

Stainless Pro TLE II (LG)
Features of the Stainless 

Pro Carry with laser grips

Pro TLE II TFS 
Features of the 

Pro TLE II plus barrel 
threaded for  

suppression

Pro TLE/RL II 
Night sights, front  

strap checkering and  
Kimber Tactical Rail

Stainless Pro TLE/RL II 
Stainless steel slide and                  

frame, night sights,  
Kimber Tactical Rail

Pro TLE II &  
Stainless Pro TLE II

Full-length grip 
plus steel frame

1911 PISTOLS Pro & Ultra TLE II TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/1911
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A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Gold Match™ II 3200006 .45 ACP 5 38

Stainless Gold Match™ II 3200009 .45 ACP 5 38

Team Match® II 3200285 .45 ACP 5 39

Team Match® II 3200287 9mm 5 39

Gold Match II

Kimber Gold Match II, Stainless Gold Match II  
and Team Match II pistols deliver a standard of  
performance unequaled by any other brand or 
model of production 1911. In truth, they best 
many full-custom pistols as well. Designed for  
competition, their accuracy and dependability 
have made them a favorite for all-around use.

Gold Match models have a stainless steel match 

grade barrel that is fitted by hand in the Kimber 

Custom Shop™ for exceptional accuracy. They 

look as good as they shoot, with flat surfaces  

polished to a high shine contrasting satin over 

the curves. Features include ambidextrous 

thumb safety, adjustable sight, match grade  

Premium Aluminum Trigger™ and elegant  

rosewood grips. The Team Match II is a  

special version created for the U.S.A. Shooting 

Rapid Fire Pistol Team to use in action shooting  

competitions at the national and international 

level. It wears a tough black DLC coating on 

the slide, along with special G-10 grips. All three  

models are chambered in .45 ACP and two are 

offered in 9mm.

The Team Match II was created 
in cooperation with the U.S.A. 
Shooting Rapid Fire Pistol Team 
to train for the Olympics. Kimber 
is the largest donor of any 
firearm-manufacturing  
company in Team history,  
contributing over $1 million 
to date.

Gold Match and Team Match II 
pistols have an extended  
ambidextrous thumb safety,  
target sight with steel-on-steel 
click adjustments that lock in  
accuracy and a high ride  
beavertail grip safety that  
aids control during rapid fire.

All Kimber 1911 pistols feature a 
beveled magazine well that aids 
fast reloading by guiding the 
magazine into the frame.  
Elegant hex-head screws  
offer the perfect complement  
to premium Kimber grips.

The Gold Match II .45 ACP is extremely  
accurate and tuned for absolute dependability.

• Gold Match and Team Match II pistols have a 
Premium Aluminum Trigger™ that breaks clean  
at 4-5 pounds.

• Team Match II pistols have magazine well, 30 
lines-per-inch front strap checkering, G-10 grips, 
DLC slide finish and 24kt gold USA Shooting 
logo. 

• Gold Match and Team Match II pistols have an 
adjustable rear sight and extended ambidextrous 
thumb safety.

• An 8-round magazine is standard on Gold Match 
and Team Match II .45 ACP pistols, while 9mm 
pistols include a 9-round magazine.

Features

Gold Match II 
Hand-fitted barrel,  

adjustable sight and  
ambidextrous thumb safety

Team Match II
Tough DLC slide finish,  

checkered front strap and             
extended magazine well

Stainless Gold Match II 
Features of the Gold Match II  

plus stainless steel slide  
and frame

1911 PISTOLS Gold Match II TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/1911
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A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Warrior® 3000125 .45 ACP 5 40

Desert Warrior® 3000126 .45 ACP 5 40

Warrior® SOC 3000286 .45 ACP 5 40

Desert Warrior® TFS 3000228 .45 ACP 5.5 40

Warrior® SOC TFS 3000287 .45 ACP 5.5 40

Warrior

NEW

NEW

Warrior pistols are the full realization of the 1911  
as a tool of military and law enforcement. Designed 
without compromise and machined from the finest 
materials, each model is outfitted with the critical 
features demanded by hard-use tactical environments. 
These same features make a Warrior a perfect choice 
for personal protection or home defense.

Warrior models are highly refined tactical pistols 

loaded with features that enhance real-world  

performance. Nothing is here just for show.  

The Kimber Tactical Rail permits quick and secure 

mounting of accessories, Tactical Wedge night 

sights ensure low-light performance and G-10 

grips have a deep texture that grabs and holds even 

with cold, wet or gloved hands. Standard features 

include a tough KimPro II self-lubricating finish, 

ambidextrous thumb safety and a lanyard ring for 

additional retention options. The Warrior has a 

matte black finish, the Desert Warrior is Desert 

Tan and the Warrior SOC (Special Operations 

Capable) has a tan/green finish plus a Crimson 

Trace Rail Master laser sight. Two models are  

offered with the TFS barrels, and each Warrior 

is chambered in the unequaled .45 ACP.

Desert Warrior and Warrior SOC 
are available with 5.5-inch barrels 
threaded for suppression (TFS).  
TFS models ship with a thread 
protector cap.

The Warrior SOC includes a 
Crimson Trace Rail Master laser 
sight. Additional features include 
a tan/green KimPro II finish 
and special G-10 grips with an 
aggressive texture that ensures 
control regardless of conditions.

KimPro II finish offers outstanding 
resistance to chemicals, moisture, salt 
and UV light. Warrior models have 
Kimber G-10 grips, ambidextrous 
thumb safety, lanyard ring, bumped 
and grooved beavertail grip safety 
and a short (military-length)  
guide rod for enhanced control  
and absolute dependability in  
harsh conditions.

The Warrior SOC .45 ACP is a full-size 1911 built 
for absolute dependability under even the most 
adverse conditions.

• All Warrior pistols wear Tactical Wedge or  
surpressor height night sights and premium 
KimPro II finish.

• The Kimber Tactical Rail permits quick and secure 
accessory attachment.

• Ambidextrous thumb safety, bumped and 
grooved grip safety and steel mainspring  
housing with lanyard ring are standard.

• Warrior pistols have a short (military-length) 
guide rod that permits quick disassembly  
in the field. Two models available with TFS barrels.

• The Warrior SOC includes a Crimson Trace Rail 
Master laser sight in Desert Tan.

Features

Warrior
KimPro II finish, Tactical Wedge  

night sights and  
Kimber Tactical Rail

Desert Warrior TFS
Features of the Warrior  

plus Desert Tan  
KimPro II finish and 

5.5-inch barrel TFS 

Warrior SOC TFS 
Features of the Warrior  

plus tan/green KimPro II  
finish and Crimson Trace  

Rail Master and 5.5-inch 
barrel TFS

Desert Warrior 
Features of the Warrior  

plus Desert Tan  
KimPro II finish 

Warrior SOC 
Features of the Warrior  

plus tan/green KimPro II  
finish and Crimson Trace  

Rail Master

1911 PISTOLS Warrior TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/1911
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Crimson Carry pistols featuring  
Crimson Trace Lasergrips with a 
green beam are now available .

*Includes Crimson Trace® Lasergrips®.  
A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Ultra Crimson Carry™ II* (Green) 3200290 .45 ACP 3 25

Ultra Crimson Carry™ II* (Red) 3200191 .45 ACP 3 25

Pro Crimson Carry™ II* (Green) 3200289 .45 ACP 3 25

Pro Crimson Carry™ II* (Red) 3200190 .45 ACP 3 25

Custom Crimson Carry™ II* (Green) 3200288 .45 ACP 3 25

Custom Crimson Carry™ II* (Red) 3200189 .45 ACP 3 25

Crimson Carry II

Crimson Carry .45 ACP pistols have a lightweight 
aluminum frame for easier carry. Each is fitted  
with Crimson Trace Lasergrips that project a bright 
red or green dot visible in virtually any light, a  
significant psychological and tactical advantage 
that also increases both speed and accuracy under 
stress. They are ideal for personal defense.

Having confidence in a carry pistol is critical. 

Dependability and accuracy proven through 

practice increases confidence. Crimson Trace 

Lasergrips project a bright red or green dot 

downrange, an important aid in training.  

Reading the dot illustrates the advantage of 

proper grip and trigger control which improves 

accuracy and reduces time between shots for any 

level of shooter. Crimson Carry models incorporate  

Crimson Trace Lasergrips, the finest laser sight 

available today. Combining that advantage 

with Kimber quality and dependability make  

Crimson Carry pistols an unbeatable value.  

Offered in three sizes, they are ideal for duty or  

concealed carry, as well as home defense.

Attention to little details makes  
a big difference in performance. 
Kimber 1911 pistols are  
enhanced with features like  
an extended thumb safety with 
deep serrations for positive 
manipulation and rounded 
Commander-style hammers  
that will not cut or snag. Barrels 
are stainless steel.

Custom features include a 
recessed slide stop pin and 
elegant 2-tone non-reflective 
finish. Crimson Carry frames 
are machined from solid bricks 
of premium aluminum which 
reduces weight for easier carry. 
Match grade triggers break  
crisp and clean.

Crimson Carry pistols include 
Crimson Trace Lasergrips in an 
exclusive rosewood finish with 
classic 1911 double-diamond 
checkering and the Kimber 
logo. Lasergrips promote faster 
target acquisition and are a 
tremendous aid in training.

The lightweight Ultra Crimson Carry II .45 ACP is  
perfect for all-day-every-day concealed carry.

• All Crimson Carry models include Crimson  
Trace Lasergrips with exclusive rosewood  
finish and Kimber logo, a $369 value  
when purchased separately.

• The beam from Crimson Trace Lasergrips is  
activated by a pressure pad located just below 
the trigger guard at the front of the grip.  
Two #2032 lithium batteries have two hours 
(green beam) and four hours (red beam) of  
run time. 

• The Custom Crimson Carry II has a 5-inch match 
grade barrel and match grade barrel bushing.

• The Pro Crimson Carry II and Ultra Crimson Carry II 
have bushingless match grade bull barrels  
fitted directly to the slide.

Features

Custom Crimson Carry II 
Full-length grip and  

5-inch barrel

Pro Crimson Carry II 
Full-length grip and 

4-inch barrel

Ultra Crimson Carry II 
Short grip and 3-inch barrel

1911 PISTOLS Crimson Carry II TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/1911
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*Includes Crimson Trace® Master Series™ Lasergrips™. 
A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Master Carry™ Ultra* 3000284 .45 ACP 3 25

Master Carry™ Pro* 3000283 .45 ACP 4 28

Master Carry™ Custom* 3000282 .45 ACP 5 38

Master Carry

The Master Carry family of .45 ACP pistols  
combine Kimber performance and popular  
concealed-carry features into an extraordinary  
package. Tactical Wedge night sights, Round Heel 
Frame with serrated mainspring housing and  
new Crimson Trace Master Series Lasergrips are  
all standard. One is sure to meet any need.

The Master Carry Custom is a full-size pistol 

with a stainless steel frame, slide and barrel. Like 

all Master Carry models it also has a recessed  

slide stop pin, black KimPro II finish on the 

slide for additional resistance to the elements 

and rounded edges that will not snag clothing 

or holsters. The Master Carry Pro features a 

4-inch bull barrel and lightweight aluminum 

frame. It is easier to conceal and carry, and has  

near-perfect balance. The Master Carry Ultra 

has a 3-inch barrel and short grip. Weighing just 

25 ounces, it is one of the finest Kimber pistols 

ever offered for full-time concealed carry. Each 

model includes special Crimson Trace Master 

Series Lasergrips.

Tactical Wedge night sights 
combine with Crimson Trace 
Lasergrips to maximize low-light 
performance. Like all Kimber 
pistols, sights on Master Carry 
models are securely mounted in 
machined dovetails for strength.

Master Carry pistols have a 
Round Heel Frame that makes 
them easier to conceal and 
more comfortable to carry.  
The serrated mainspring  
housing contributes to a secure 
grip and speeds sight picture 
recovery between shots.

Crimson Trace Master Series 
Lasergrips project a red dot  
that speeds aiming regardless 
of light conditions. Lasers are an 
invaluable training tool, quickly 
illustrating proper grip and 
trigger control. Custom features 
include a recessed slide stop pin.

The Master Carry Pro .45 ACP is light 
weight and has a Round Heel Frame 
for comfortable carry.

• All Master Carry models include Crimson Trace 
Master Series Lasergrips.

• The beam from Crimson Trace Lasergrips is  
activated by a pressure pad located just below 
the trigger guard at the front of the grip. 

• Two #2032 lithium batteries have four hours run 
(laser activated) time. 

• The Master Carry Custom has a stainless steel 
frame. Other models have lightweight aluminum 
frames. All have stainless steel slides and barrels.

• A  Round Heel Frame aids concealability and  
promotes comfortable carry. The KimPro II slide 
finish provides additional resistance to moisture.

Features

Master Carry Ultra 
Aluminum frame, short grip  

and 3-inch barrel

Master Carry Custom
Stainless steel frame and 

5-inch barrel

Master Carry Pro 
Aluminum frame, full-length 

grip and 4-inch barrel

1911 PISTOLS Master Carry TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
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A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Tactical Ultra™ II 3200138 .45 ACP 3 26

Tactical Pro™ II 3200143 .45 ACP 4 29

Tactical Pro™ II 3200120 9mm 4 29

Tactical Custom™ II 3200137 .45 ACP 5 32

Tactical Custom HD™ II 3200197 .45 ACP 5 39

Tactical Entry™ II 3200199 .45 ACP 5 40

Tactical II

Tactical models have all the performance-enhancing 
features demanded by law enforcement professionals 
and cover every application from concealed carry to 
tactical response. Frames wear KimPro II, a premium 
finish that is self-lubricating and extremely resistant 
to moisture. All are chambered in .45 ACP and the 
Tactical Pro II is also available in 9mm.

Checkering on the front strap and under 

the trigger guard, night sights, extended  

ambidextrous thumb safety and beveled  

magazine well are among the no-nonsense  

features on every Tactical. Here, performance 

and dependability is what counts. One of  

three full-size versions will meet any criteria, and 

two no-compromise smaller models are offered 

when easier carry or concealment becomes  

a priority. All have rounded and blended  

edges that will not snag clothing or hang up on 

a holster. Accuracy is ensured by a match grade 

barrel, chamber and trigger. No pistol equals a 

1911 for defense or tactical applications, and no 

1911 brand equals a Kimber.

Tactical models include custom 
features like an extended and 
beveled magazine well for fast 
reloading plus ambidextrous 
thumb safety. Slides and small 
parts are finished in matte black 
to complement the charcoal 
gray KimPro® II on the frames.

Tactical pistols feature the  
Premium Aluminum Trigger™ 
from the Kimber Custom Shop 
that breaks crisp at 4-5 pounds 
without creep or overtravel. 
Both front strap and trigger 
guard belly have 30 lines- 
per-inch checkering for  
a positive grip.

The Tactical Ultra II, Tactical Pro II 
and Tactical Custom II have  
lightweight aluminum frames. 
The Tactical Custom HD II  
and Tactical Entry II have  
stainless steel frames, and the 
Tactical Entry II also has the 
Kimber Tactical Rail™.   All have 
stainless steel barrels.

The Tactical Entry II .45 ACP with the 
Kimber Tactical Rail is purpose-built 
for duty and home defense.

• Tactical models have night sights, checkered 
front strap, ambidextrous thumb safety and 
extended magazine well.

• Tactical Ultra II, Tactical Pro II and the  
Tactical Custom II have lightweight aluminum 
frames with charcoal gray KimPro II finish. 

• Both the Tactical Pro II and Tactical Ultra II have 
bushingless match grade bull barrels fitted 
directly to the slide.

• The Tactical Pro II in 9mm and the Tactical Ultra II 
have ramped match grade barrels.

Features

Tactical Ultra II 
Short grip, aluminum frame,  

night sights, 3-inch barrel

Tactical Custom HD II 
Features of the Tactical Custom II  

plus stainless steel frame

Tactical Pro II 
Full-length grip, aluminum  

frame, night sights,  
4-inch barrel

Tactical Entry II
Features of the Tactical Custom HD II  

plus Kimber Tactical Rail

Tactical Custom II
Features of the Tactical Pro II  

plus 5-inch barrel

1911 PISTOLS Tactical II TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
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A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Eclipse Ultra™ II (LG) 3200306 .45 ACP 3 31

Eclipse Pro™ II (LG) 3200305 .45 ACP 4 35

Eclipse Custom™ II (LG) 3200299 .45 ACP 5 38

Eclipse Custom™ II 3200122 10mm 5 38

Eclipse Target™ II 3200030 .45 ACP 5 38

Eclipse II

NEW

NEW

NEW
The Eclipse Ultra II (LG) offers a rugged  
stainless steel frame and slatewood lasergrips  
combined with the Eclipse finish.

Kimber Eclipse pistols have a brush-polished finish 
over a stainless steel slide and frame. The matte 
black small parts provide an appropriate  
finishing touch. Custom Shop additions include  
30 lines-per-inch checkering on the front strap and  
a Premium Aluminum Trigger breaks at 4-5 pounds 
to ensure accuracy.

While the Eclipse finish is striking, performance  

is what matters. Match grade barrels,  

chambers and triggers deliver the unequaled 

accuracy that made Kimber the world’s most 

popular 1911. All models are chambered in 

.45 ACP and the Eclipse Custom II is also  

offered in 10mm. Breech faces are polished  

for dependable feeding. Both the slide release 

lever and magazine release button are textured  

for fast, positive operation. Their barrels  

are machined from solid stainless steel. 

The Eclipse Ultra II (LG) is special in another 

respect, it is one of two 3-inch Kimber 1911  

pistols with a stainless steel frame. Three Eclipse 

models are now available with Slatewood  

Crimson Trace Lasergrips. Performance has 

never looked this good.

All Eclipse models are  
equipped with tritium night 
sights with an all-steel frame 
and slide construction.  
New to the family are three 
models featuring Slatewood 
lasergrips.

• The Eclipse Target II has an adjustable bar/dot 
night sight system.

• Eclipse II (LG) models and Eclipse Custom II 
10mm have fixed 3-dot (green) tritium night 
sights. 

• Models with 5-inch barrels have stainless steel 
match grade barrel bushings. Other models have 
bushingless match grade bull barrels.

• The Eclipse Ultra II (LG) and the Eclipse Custom II 
10mm have ramped match grade barrels.

Features

Eclipse Custom II (LG)
Stainless steel slide and frame,  

full-length grip, 5-inch barrel, 
with Slatewood Crimson  

Trace Lasergrips

Eclipse Custom II
Same frame and barrel 

features as Eclipse Custom II (LG) 
with laminated wood grips 

chambered in 10mm

Eclipse Target II
Features of the Eclipse Custom II  

10mm plus adjustable night sight

Eclipse Ultra II (LG)
Stainless steel slide and frame,  

short grip, 3-inch barrel, 
with Slatewood Crimson  

Trace Lasergrips

Eclipse Pro II (LG) 
Stainless steel slide and frame,   

full-length grip, 4-inch barrel,  
with Slatewood Crimson  

Trace Lasergrips

1911 PISTOLS Eclipse II TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
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Eclipse pistols have 30 lines- 
per-inch front strap checkering 
for a positive grip even with 
cold, wet or gloved hands.  
Laminated gray/black grip  
panels are checkered in the  
traditional 1911 double  
diamond pattern and  
complement the finish.

All Kimber pistols have beveled 
slide serrations that will not 
snag. The brush-polished Eclipse 
finish combines with matte 
black small parts to create a 
stunning appearance. The  
stainless steel slide, frame and 
barrel provide additional  
resistance to the elements.



*Includes Crimson Trace® Lasergrips®.  
A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Ultra Covert™ II* 3200167 .45 ACP 3 25

Pro Covert™ II* 3200166 .45 ACP 4 28

Custom Covert™ II* 3200165 .45 ACP 5 31

Covert II

With a lightweight aluminum frame, Crimson Trace 
Lasergrips and Tactical Wedge night sights, Covert 
models are specifically designed for concealed  
carry by the Kimber Custom Shop. These twin  
sight systems ensure that if you can see, you can 
aim – regardless of light conditions. Beyond that, 
Kimber quality ensures unequaled accuracy and 
absolute dependability.

Covert .45 ACP pistols are the perfect  

combination of lightweight and meaningful  

tactical features. The 30 lines-per-inch front  

strap checkering pattern with bordered base  

guarantees a positive grip even with cold, wet  

or gloved hands. The Carry Melt™ treatment  

carefully rounds and blends all edges so they  

will not snag on clothing or holsters. A bumped  

and grooved beavertail grip safety promotes  

control under stress. Accuracy is assured by 

the match grade barrel, chamber and trigger.  

Three sizes are offered, covering everything 

from duty to concealed carry and backup.  

Carry a Kimber Covert, and don’t be afraid of 

the dark.

Covert pistols are fit and finished 
by hand in the Kimber Custom 
Shop for exceptional performance 
and dependability. Crimson Trace 
Lasergrips with digital camouflage 
pattern and Kimber logo offer 
several critical training and  
tactical advantages.

Tactical Wedge night sights, 
30 lines-per-inch front strap 
checkering with bordered base 
and beavertail grip safety are 
standard on all Covert models.  
Both the Custom Covert II and 
Pro Covert II have a lanyard  
ring and magazine with  
extended bumper pad.

Covert frames wear Desert Tan 
KimPro II, a custom finish that 
is self-lubricating, durable and 
resistant to both moisture  
and salt. Slide and small parts 
are finished in matte black,  
complementing the frame  
and giving these pistols a 
dynamic appearance.

Crimson Trace Lasergrips and night sights 
make the Ultra Covert II .45 ACP ideal for 
concealed carry.

• Frames are machined from solid bricks of 7075-T7 
aluminum, a material which has been extensively 
tested and proven.

• Tactical Wedge 3-dot (green) night sights and 
digital camouflage Crimson Trace Lasergrips 
ensure low light performance. 

• Covert frames have 30 lines-per-inch checkering  
with bordered base on the front strap for a  
positive grip.

• Custom Covert II and Pro Covert II have a lanyard 
ring and magazine with extended bumper.

Features

Ultra Covert II
Short grip, 3-inch barrel

Custom Covert II
Features of the Pro Covert II  

plus 5-inch barrel

Pro Covert II
Full-length grip, 4-inch barrel,  

lanyard ring

1911 PISTOLS Covert II TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
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A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Ultra Aegis® II 3200159 9mm 3 25

Pro Aegis® II 3200164 9mm 4 28

Custom Aegis® II 3200163 9mm 5 31

Aegis II

Shooters with small hands are often forced to 
carry a revolver for self-defense because the grip 
of a semi-automatic is too large. The Aegis 9mm is 
built in the Kimber Custom Shop to fit small hands. 
Beyond a perfect fit, Aegis models have the natural 
pointability, reduced recoil, crisp trigger pull, safety 
and accuracy of a Kimber 1911.

Small, light and dependable pistols get carried.  

Those too bulky for the proper grip that  

ensures accuracy and makes shooting fun get 

left at home. Aegis pistols feature thin rosewood 

grips, altered controls and rounded edges that 

make them easy to shoot. A great single-stage 

trigger that breaks clean at 4-5 pounds makes 

them easy to shoot accurately. Custom features 

include Tactical Wedge night sights, flat top 

slide, 30 lines-per-inch checkering on the front 

strap and a premium KimPro II finish that is  

self-lubricating and extremely resistant to  

moisture. With a Kimber Aegis, compromise  

is a thing of the past.

Tactical Wedge 3-dot (green) 
night sights transition perfectly 
into the flat top slide. Ramped 
stainless steel match grade  
barrels and solid triggers  
are standard. Lightweight 
aluminum frames make Aegis 
pistols easy to carry.

A smooth magazine release 
button, wide serrations and 
bobbed thumb safety are some 
of the Custom Shop additions 
that make Aegis pistols ideal  
for true concealed and  
backup carry.

Aegis pistols have thin ball-
milled rosewood grips, 30 lines-
per-inch front strap checkering 
and a high cut under the trigger 
guard. These features allow 
shooters with small hands to 
get a proper grip and maintain 
control under recoil.

The Pro Aegis II 9mm has specialized 
features for concealed carry and  
shooters with smaller hands.

• Flat top slide, bobbed thumb safety, bumped 
and grooved grip safety and front strap  
checkering are standard.

• Aegis frames are machined from solid bricks of 
7075-T7 aluminum, a material which has been 
extensively tested and proven. 

• Made in the Kimber Custom Shop, Aegis pistols 
have a Service Melt™ treatment that rounds and 
blends edges so they will not snag clothing.

• Tactical Wedge 3-dot (green) night sights are 
dovetail-mounted to ensure integrity.

• Ramped barrels are machined from solid  
stainless steel to critical match grade dimensions 
for unequaled accuracy.

Features

Ultra Aegis II
Short grip and  

3-inch bull barrel

Custom Aegis II
Full-length grip and  

5-inch barrel

Pro Aegis II
Full-length grip and  

4-inch bull barrel

1911 PISTOLS Aegis II TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
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MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Ultra CDP™ II 3200057 .45 ACP 3 25

Ultra CDP™ II 3200182 9mm 3 25

Ultra CDP II™ (LG)* 3200240 .45 ACP 3 25

Ultra+ CDP™ II 3200267 .45 ACP 3 27

Compact CDP™ II 3200056 .45 ACP 4 27

Pro CDP™ II 3200055 .45 ACP 4 28

Custom CDP™ II 3200018 .45 ACP 5 31

CDP II

*Includes Crimson Trace® Lasergrips®.
A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

From the Kimber Custom Shop, CDP (Custom  
Defense Package) pistols combine all the best carry 
features into a package that gives them their name. 
Adding these  features as they are produced reduces 
their price by over $500, making them an incredible 
value. CDP pistols have no equal for carry and  
defense, just what you expect from Kimber.

CDP pistols have it all. Up top are night sights 

dovetail-mounted on a stainless steel slide.  

The lightweight aluminum frame has 30  

lines-per-inch checkering on the front strap  

and trigger guard belly. The frame also wears 

a KimPro II finish that is self-lubricating and  

resistant to moisture and salt. Like all Kimber 

1911s, CDP pistols have a match grade barrel, 

chamber and trigger for unequaled accuracy. 

The Carry Melt treatment rounds and blends 

edges so they will not print or hang up on  

clothing. Six versions are offered – all of them  

just right for any concealed carry or personal  

defense application.

CDP models are chambered in 
.45 ACP, what many consider the 
finest cartridge ever developed 
for law enforcement as well as 
personal defense. The Ultra CDP II 
is also available in 9mm.

Made entirely in the Kimber 
Custom Shop, CDP pistols 
have low-profile 3-dot (green) 
night sights along with a Carry 
Bevel treatment that rounds and 
blends edges so they cannot 
snag clothing or holsters.

CDP pistols have 30 lines- 
per-inch checkering on the  
front strap and under the  
trigger guard for a positive  
grip, even with wet or cold 
hands. Features include  
ambidextrous thumb safety  
and Premium Aluminum Trigger 
that breaks at 4-5 pounds.

The Custom CDP II .45 ACP from the Kimber 
Custom Shop delivers uncompromising 
features and performance.

• The Custom CDP II has a 5-inch match grade  
barrel fitted to a stainless steel match grade  
barrel bushing.

• Ultra, Compact and Pro models have a match 
grade bull barrel fitted directly to the slide. 

• Ultra models have ramped barrels. The  
Ultra CDP II (LG) has Crimson Trace Lasergrips 
with a rosewood finish.

• All CDP pistols feature a stainless steel slide, 
night sights, Carry Melt treatment and 30 lines-
per-inch checkering on the front strap and under 
the trigger guard.

• Like all Kimber 1911 pistols, CDP barrels are 
machined from solid stainless steel.

Features

Ultra CDP II
Short grip, 3-inch barrel,  

rosewood grips

Compact CDP II
Features of the Ultra CDP II  

plus 4-inch barrel

Ultra CDP II (LG)
Features of the Ultra CDP II plus  

Crimson Trace Lasergrips

Pro CDP II
Features of the Compact CDP II  

plus full-length grip

Ultra+ CDP II
Features of the Ultra CDP II  

plus full-length grip

Custom CDP II
Features of the Pro CDP II  

plus 5-inch barrel

1911 PISTOLS CDP II TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
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A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

• All models have scaled serrations on front strap 
and slide, plus a back-cut row of larger scales 
along the flat top of the slide.

• Raptor pistols have Tactical Wedge night sights. 
The Grand Raptor II has an adjustable bar/dot 
night sight system. 

• Models with 3- and 4-inch barrels have a non-
reflective finish. Raptor II and Stainless Raptor II 
have brush polished flats. The Grand Raptor II  
has highly-polished flats.

• Ultra Raptor II and Stainless Ultra Raptor II have 
lightweight aluminum frames and ramped  
stainless steel match grade barrels.

Features

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Ultra Raptor™ II 3200150 .45 ACP 3 25

Stainless Ultra Raptor™ II 3200196 .45 ACP 3 25

Pro Raptor™ II 3200118 .45 ACP 4 35

Stainless Pro Raptor™ II 3200195 .45 ACP 4 35

Raptor™ II 3200117 .45 ACP 5 38

Stainless Raptor™ II 3200181 .45 ACP 5 38

Grand Raptor™ II 3200128 .45 ACP 5 38

Raptor II

Crafted in the Kimber Custom Shop, Raptor pistols 
take their name from a combination of aggressive 
slide and frame serrations, feathered logo grips and 
special finish accents. The design theme is unique 
while the features, dependability and accuracy  
are pure Kimber – unequaled by any other brand  
of 1911.

Raptor pistols are offered in a wide variety of  

sizes and finishes, each loaded with Custom  

Shop features that enhance performance. 

Night sights, ambidextrous thumb safety, 

bumped and grooved grip safety and a match 

grade stainless steel barrel are standard.  

Ultra models have 3-inch bull barrels and 

aluminum frames that make them easy and 

comfortable to carry. Others are available in  

either steel or stainless steel, making them ideal 

for everything from duty to home defense and 

competition. The quality of Kimber Custom 

Shop pistols is on par with that of America’s  

finest pistolsmiths. Pick up a Raptor and see  

for yourself.

Unique grips with a bordered  
scale pattern complete the 
design theme (Patent D560750S). 
Grand Raptor II grips (pictured) 
are rosewood, while other models 
have zebrawood grips. All Raptor 
models have scale-textured front 
straps for a positive grip.

All Raptor pistols have a flat top 
slide with a back-cut feathered row 
of scales running the full length. 
Made in the Kimber Custom Shop, 
they also incorporate standard 
features like match grade barrel,  
chamber and trigger.

Raptor pistols are chambered in 
.45 ACP. Custom Shop features 
include an ambidextrous thumb 
safety, scaled slide serrations 
and Tactical Wedge night sights. 
The Grand Raptor II has an 
adjustable bar/dot night  
sight system.

The Stainless Raptor II .45 ACP is 
a dynamic showcase of Kimber 
Custom Shop features.

Ultra Raptor II
Aluminum frame, short grip,   

3-inch bull barrel

Stainless Ultra Raptor II
Aluminum frame, short grip,  

stainless steel slide, 3-inch  
bull barrel

Pro Raptor II 
Steel frame, full-length grip, 

4-inch barrel. 

Stainless Pro Raptor II
Stainless steel frame and slide,  

full-length grip, 4-inch barrel

Raptor II
Steel frame, full-length grip,  

5-inch barrel

Stainless Raptor II
All the features of the  

Stainless Pro Raptor II  
plus 5-inch barrel

Grand Raptor II
Stainless steel frame, highly- 

polished flats, adjustable  
night sight

1911 PISTOLS Raptor II TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/1911
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A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Super Carry Ultra™ 3000248 .45 ACP 3 25

Super Carry Ultra HD™ 3000266 .45 ACP 3 32

Super Carry Ultra+™ 3000268 .45 ACP 3 27

Super Carry Pro™ 3000247 .45 ACP 4 28

Super Carry Pro HD™ 3000265 .45 ACP 4 35

Super Carry Custom™ 3000246 .45 ACP 5 31

Super Carry Custom HD™ 3000264 .45 ACP 5 38

Raptor II

Super Carry .45 ACP pistols establish a new standard 
for concealed carry and personal defense. Built 
 entirely by the Kimber Custom Shop; no aspect of  
usability, dependability or performance was overlooked. 
Fast, accurate and powerful, they include all the 
important features as well. There is no better pistol  
to have on your side.

The Super Carry family was designed with a 

single purpose, to be the finest concealed carry  

pistols ever offered. Two distinct versions are 

available. Super Carry models have a lightweight 

aluminum frame while Super Carry HD (Heavy 

Duty) models have a stainless steel frame. All 

have specialized features like night sights with 

cocking shoulder, directionally-engaging slide 

serrations for positive operation and a Round 

Heel Frame for snag-free and comfortable carry. 

Barrels, chambers and triggers machined to 

match grade dimensions ensure accuracy,  

while the self-lubricating KimPro II finish  

provides tremendous resistance to wear and the 

elements. For those who insist on the best, this 

is it.

A Round Heel Frame makes 
Super Carry pistols easier to 
conceal and more comfortable 
to carry. Serrated mainspring 
housing welds grip to palm, 
ensuring fast sight picture 
recovery between shots.

Custom Shop enhancements 
include a recessed slide stop pin 
with surrounding bevel plus a 
high cut under the trigger guard 
and aggressive front strap  
serrations for superior grip  
position and control  
under recoil.

Super Carry pistols have highly 
refined features like night sights 
with cocking shoulder, Carry 
Melt treatment for rounded  
and blended edges that will not 
cut or snag and directionally- 
engaging slide serrations for 
positive operation.

The Super Carry Pro .45 ACP takes 
features, function and elegance 
to the extreme.

• Super Carry pistols have lightweight aluminum 
frames. HD frames are stainless steel. All have  
a rounded heel for comfortable carry plus  
the premium KimPro II finish.

• All models have a stainless steel slide and barrel, 
night sights with cocking shoulder and  
ambidextrous thumb safety. 

• Custom models have a 5-inch stainless steel 
match grade barrel and match grade  
barrel bushing.

• Pro models have a 4-inch bull barrel fitted  
directly to the slide. Ultra models have a  
3-inch ramped bull barrel which is also  
fitted directly to the slide.

Features

Super Carry Ultra
Aluminum frame, short  

grip,  3-inch barrel

Super Carry Ultra HD
Stainless steel frame and slide 

with KimPro II finish and 3-inch 
barrel.

Super Carry Custom
Features of the Super Carry Pro  

plus 5-inch barrel

Super Carry Pro HD
Stainless steel slide and  

frame with KimPro II finish,  
bull barrel

Super Carry Custom HD
Stainless steel slide and  

frame with KimPro II finish,   
5-inch barrel

Super Carry Ultra+
Features of the Super Carry  

Ultra plus full-length grip

Super Carry Pro
Aluminum frame, full-length  

grip, 4-inch barrel

1911 PISTOLS Super Carry TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/1911
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The polished Onyx slide glistens 
on our Onyx Ultra II, offered in 
9mm and .45 ACP.

*Includes Crimson Trace® Lasergrips®.  
A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Sapphire Ultra II 3200273 9mm 3 25

Sapphire Pro II 3200298 9mm 4 28

Onyx Ultra II 3200307 .45 ACP 3 25

Onyx Ultra II 3200208 9mm 3 25

Special Editions

NEW

NEW

NEW

Continuing in tradition, Kimber provides custom 
finishes and features that stand out in the crowd. 
Performance and dependability are not compromised 
when unique finishing details are desired.

Making a statement above and beyond, the 

Kimber Custom Shop offers striking gem 

tone finishes combined with the quality and  

dependability you expect. The Sapphire and 

Onyx feature polished PVD finish slides and 

small parts. Slides are accented by intricate  

engraving and topped with tritium night sights. 

Coordinating grips are slim, allowing for  

increase hand contact for any size hand.

All Kimber 1911 pistols feature 
a match grade barrel. Caliber  
offerings in these models 
include 9mm and .45 ACP.

Attention to detail is a Kimber 
standard. Intricate engraving 
accents the polished gem tones 
of the slide. • PVD finish on the side and small parts and  

Kim Pro finish on frames offers a truly unique  
and durable configuration.

• Tactical Wedge 3-dot green tritium night sights 
are dovetail mounted to ensure integrity.

• Ambidextrous safety offers ease of operation.

• Slim grips for both the compact and full-size grip 
fit all sizes of hands.

Features

Sapphire Ultra II 
Night sights, polished blue PVD 

slide and small part finish, slide     
engraving, slim grips

Onyx Ultra II
Night sights, polished black PVD      

slide and small part finish, slide        
engraving, slim grips

Sapphire Pro II 
Night sights, polished blue PVD 

slide and small part finish, slide     
engraving, slim grips

1911 PISTOLS Special Editions TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/1911
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Gold Combat models are superlative in every respect, 
from features to accuracy and dependability.  
The Super Match II is the finest all-around Kimber 
ever offered, the Classic Carry Pro quite possibly  
the most elegant and the Ultra RCP II (LG) is  
unequaled for carry. All are from the Kimber  
Custom Shop.

The Super Match II .45 ACP is designed for 

competition but most are carried for personal 

protection by those who appreciate their  

features and exceptional accuracy. Each is  

guaranteed to have fired a 5-shot, 25-yard 

group measuring 1 inch or less center-to-center.  

The Classic Carry Pro .45 ACP is a  

traditional 1911 wearing bone grips and  

rich charcoal blue finish from Turnbull  

Restoration. The Ultra RCP II (LG) .45 ACP is  

highly specialized for concealed or backup  

carry and offers several unique features  

not found on any other small 1911. 

Collectively, these are the finest custom pistols 

available today.

Gold Combat pistols have a 
5-inch stainless steel bushingless 
match grade bull barrel with a 
deep crown that protects muzzle 
rifling. The Gold Combat RL II also 
has the Kimber Tactical Rail for 
quick accessory attachment.

Flat top slides, fine cocking 
serrations and night sights with 
cocking shoulder for one-hand 
cycling are unique Gold Combat 
features. Scalloped French 
shoulders elegantly blend  
slide to frame.

Gold Combat pistols have 
herringbone-pattern Micarta 
grips, 24 lines-per-inch front 
strap checkering with bordered 
base and a high cut under the 
trigger guard that improves 
control during rapid fire.

The Super Match II .45 ACP is the finest all-around 
Kimber 1911 available today.

1911 PISTOLS Custom Shop
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A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Ultra RCP™ II (LG) 3200302 .45 ACP 3 25

Classic Carry Pro™ 3200274 .45 ACP 4 35

Gold Combat RL™ II 3200186 .45 ACP 5 40

Gold Combat™ II 3200184 .45 ACP 5 39

Gold Combat Stainless™ II 3200185 .45 ACP 5 39

Super Match™ II 3200014 .45 ACP 5 39

Custom Shop

NEW

• The Ultra RCP II (LG) (Refined Carry Pistol)  
features a trough sight, Round Heel Frame and 
Carry Melt for a smooth profile that will not snag.

• The Classic Carry Pro has a stunning charcoal 
blue finish from Turnbull Restoration, along with  
Round Heel Frame and bone grip panels. 

• Gold Combat models have night sights with a 
cocking shoulder that permits cycling with one 
hand. They are also the only Kimber 1911 pistols  
with a 5-inch bushingless bull barrel.

• The Super Match II has an adjustable sight,  
along with a stainless steel match grade barrel, 
chamber and trigger. It also includes an  
accuracy guarantee.

Features

Gold Combat II
Stainless steel frame and slide,  

night sights, KimPro II finish,  
5-inch barrel 

Gold Combat Stainless II
Features of the Gold Combat II  

with satin silver finish

Super Match II
Stainless steel slide and  

frame, KimPro II finish,  
accuracy guarantee

Ultra RCP II (LG)
Aluminum frame, short grip,  

trough sight, bobbed controls,         
3-inch barrel, rosewood  

Crimson Trace Lasergrip

Classic Carry Pro
Steel frame, full-length grip  

with bone panels, charcoal  
blue, 4-inch barrel

Gold Combat RL II
Features of the Gold Combat II  

plus Kimber Tactical Rail

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/1911
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A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 66.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Rimfire Target™ (black) 3300151 .22 LR 5 23

Rimfire Target™ (silver) 3300152 .22 LR 5 23

Rimfire Super™ 3300153 .22 LR 5 23

Rimfire Target Conversion Kit™  
(black)

1100043 .22 LR 5 15

Rimfire Target Conversion Kit™  
(silver)

1100044 .22 LR 5 15

Rimfire Compact Conversion Kit™ 
(black)

1100479 .22 LR 4 13

Rimfire Compact Conversion Kit™ 
(silver)

1100485 .22 LR 4 13

Rimfire

Shooting a 1911 chambered in .22 LR is an effective 
and economical way to teach new shooters and  
enhance the training of others, regardless of their 
level of experience. Rimfire pistols are competitively 
priced with other semi-automatics and a rimfire 
conversion kit will pay for itself after only a few  
hundred rounds.

Rimfire pistols have the same features and 

unequaled performance as centerfire 1911s.  

Adjustable sight, beavertail grip safety and  

extended thumb safety are standard. Aluminum 

slides and frames make both rimfire pistols  

and conversion kits light – ideal for younger  

or inexperienced shooters. Rimfire Target  

Conversion Kits fit Kimber and most other  

brands of Mil-Spec 1911 pistols with a 4- or  

5-inch barrel. New Rimfire Compact  

Conversion Kits fit Kimber and most other  

brands of Mil-Spec 1911 pistols with a 3 or  

4-inch barrel. Conversion kits may be purchased  

directly from Kimber as they are not classified  

as a firearm. Contact Kimber Customer  

Information at (888) 243-4522 for additional  

fit information.

Built in the Kimber Custom Shop, 
Rimfire Super pistols have  
checkering on the front strap  
and under the trigger guard, 
rosewood logo grips, Premium 
Aluminum Trigger, ambidextrous 
thumb safety and a serrated flat 
top slide with bold flutes.

Each Rimfire Super .22 LR is  
guaranteed to have fired a  
5-shot, 25-yard group measuring 
1.5 inches or less. Actual test  
targets are packaged with each 
pistol. All rimfire pistols and  
conversions include a  
10-round magazine.

Rimfire pistols and Rimfire  
Target Conversion Kits have 
adjustable dovetail-mounted 
sights with responsive steel-
on-steel click adjustments. 
Additional accuracy-enhancing 
features include match grade 
barrel and chamber.  Rimfire 
Compact Conversion Kits have 
fixed sights.

Rimfire pistols and conversion kits are chambered 
in .22 LR.  They are exceptional training tools and 
great for recreational shooting.

• Rimfire pistols and conversion kits are designed 
to operate with high velocity .22 LR ammunition.

• Rimfire Target Conversion Kits fit any Kimber and 
most  Mil-Spec 1911s with a 4- or 5-inch barrel. 
Rimfire Compact Conversion Kits fit any Kimber 
and most Mil-Spec 1911s with a 3- or 4-inch barrel. 
Installation is simple and takes less than 2 minutes.

• Conversions include an upper assembly and 
10-round magazine. Compact kits include a 
spacer that blends the magazine into short-
gripped pistols. A flush-fitting 8-round magazine 
is also offered.

• Unlike all other Kimber 1911s, rimfire pistols and 
conversion kits do not lock open after the last 
round is fired.

Features

Rimfire Compact
Conversion Kit

Fixed sight, fits  
3- or 4-inch 1911

Rimfire Target 
Conversion Kit

Adjustable sight, fits  
4- or 5-inch 1911

Rimfire Target
Aluminum frame and slide,  

matte black, adjustable sight

Rimfire Target
Aluminum frame and slide,  

satin silver, adjustable sight

Rimfire Super
Scalloped flat top slide, front  

strap checkering, accuracy  
guarantee

1911 PISTOLS Rimfire TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/1911
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The Micro CDP (below) and Micro CDP (LG) pistols from the  
Kimber Custom Shop combine proven 1911 features and .380 ACP  
performance in a tiny package. Each weighs just 13.4 ounces.

Micro .380 ACP pistols bring an unequaled level of safety, dependability and 
performance to concealed carry. Small and light, they blend Kimber quality 
with superior 1911 ergonomics and simple operation. Mild .380 ACP recoil 
and a smooth single-action trigger pull make them a pleasure to shoot,  
even for those with small hands.

Micro pistols weigh less than 14 ounces.  
Light weight combined with the short 2.75-inch 
barrel make them a pleasure to carry  
and easy to conceal.

All Micro pistols have a stainless steel barrel for 
additional resistance to moisture. Steel sights are 
mounted in dovetails machined into the slide for 
superior strength.

Standard features include a checkered slide 
release lever and magazine release button  
plus a serrated thumb safety for smooth,  
positive operation.

A 6-round flush-fitting stainless steel magazine 
is included with each Micro pistol. An extended 
magazine with 7-round capacity is offered as  
an accessory.

Weighing less than 14 ounces and with a barrel length of just 2.75-inches, 

Kimber Micro .380 ACP pistols are easy to carry and conceal. 

Slides on the Stainless and CDP models as well as all Micro barrels are 

machined from stainless steel for superior resistance to moisture. All Micro 

frames are shaped from the finest aluminum for integrity and strength. In 

many respects a miniature 1911, among the most important Micro design 

advantages is a single action trigger with the kind of short, smooth pull that 

ensures accuracy and builds confidence. The thumb safety, slide release 

and magazine release are pure 1911 as well. Standard features include a  

lowered and flared ejection port for flawless ejection and a beveled 

magazine well for fast, positive loading. Sights are steel - not plastic - and  

mounted in machined dovetails for additional integrity. Each Micro  

includes a flush-fitting 6-round magazine and an extended 7-round  

magazine is available as an accessory. 

Ideal for shooters with small hands as well as those who insist on mild  

recoil combined with enough power for concealed carry or home protection, 

Micro pistols are the right choice for many applications. Best of all, they 

offer unequaled Kimber quality, dependability and performance.

Like Micro CDP models, the Micro Carry Stainless .380 ACP has a stainless steel slide 
and barrel, aluminum frame and smooth single-action trigger. The Micro Carry slide  
is steel.

MICRO PISTOLS TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/micro
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MICRO PISTOLS TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/micro

*Includes Crimson Trace® Lasergrips®. 
A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 68.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Micro Carry™ 3300082 .380 ACP 2.75 13.4

Micro Carry Stainless™ 3300083 .380 ACP 2.75 13.4

Micro Raptor Stainless™ 3300084 .380 ACP 2.75 13.4

Micro CDP™ 3300080 .380 ACP 2.75 13.4

Micro CDP™ (LG)* 3300081 .380 ACP 2.75 13.4

Micro

NEW

The Micro family of .380 ACP pistols put power  
and legendary Kimber dependability in a small 
1911-style platform. Mild recoil and simple  
operation make them an ideal choice for many 
shooters. Five models are offered, providing a  
selection of features that meet virtually any need. 
Collectively, they are the finest .380 ACP pistols  
anyone can carry.

The Micro Carry has a matte black non-reflective 

finish to aid concealability. Edges are rounded 

and blended to avoid snags, and black rubber 

grips aid control. Like all Micro pistols, it has 

an aluminum frame and stainless steel barrel.  

The Micro Carry Stainless goes a step farther, 

adding a stainless steel slide for additional  

resistance to moisture and salt. Both CDP  

and Stainless Raptor models are built to  

exact specifications with Kimber Custom Shop  

Features such as night sights, checkering and  

texturing on the front strap and mainspring 

housing, stainless steel controls and ambidextrous  

thumb safety. The Micro CDP (LG) also includes 

Crimson Trace Lasergrips.

The Micro Carry .380 ACP is small, light 
and offers the intuitive operation of a 
1911, along with mild recoil. 

Micro CDP pistols feature steel 
3-dot night sights for quick and 
positive aiming in low light.  
An ambidextrous thumb safety 
aids fast operation. Rounded 
and blended edges will not 
snag on clothing or holsters.

Micro CDP models have 30 
lines-per-inch front strap  
checkering for a positive grip 
and enhanced control, even 
with cold, wet or gloved hands. 
The high cut under the trigger 
guard encourages proper grip 
position for quick sight recovery.

The Micro CDP (LG) features  
Crimson Trace Lasergrips for fast  
target acquisition regardless  
of available light. Custom Shop  
features include a recessed slide 
stop pin and tough, non-reflective 
finish that aids concealment.

• Smooth single action trigger with 7-pound pull.

• Lightweight aluminum frame and stainless  
steel barrel. 

• 1911-style thumb safety, slide release lever and 
magazine release button.

• Lowered and flared ejection port plus beveled 
magazine well and recessed slide stop pin.

• CDP models feature night sights, checkering 
on the front strap and mainspring housing, and 
ambidextrous thumb safety.

• Micro Raptor Stainless incorporates all of the 
popular Raptor features such as side and top 
slide scaling, front strap scale serrations and 
zebrawood grips.

Features

Micro Carry
Stainless steel barrel   

and aluminum frame

Micro CDP
Night sights, ambidextrous 

thumb safety, front strap 
checkering

Micro CDP (LG)
Features of the Micro CDP  

plus Crimson Trace Lasergrips

Micro Carry Stainless 
Features of the Micro Carry 

plus stainless steel slide

Micro Raptor Stainless
Features of the Micro Carry  

plus slide and front strap scale  
serrations, ambidextrous safeties, 

night sights, scaled grips,  
Custom Shop markings
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The Solo Carry DC (above) and Solo CDP (LG) 9mm pistols 
take micro-compact power and performance to the extreme.

Solo pistols combine Kimber quality and 9mm power in a package that 
weighs just 17 ounces. Borrowing proven 1911 ergonomics, they also  
have a natural pointability that improves speed and accuracy while  
making them surprisingly comfortable to shoot. No other micro-compact 
can match the performance of a Kimber Solo.

Solo pistols were designed with many proven 
1911 features, including a grip shape that  
encourages fast target alignment. They  
are comfortable to shoot as well as easy  
to control under recoil.

Manual ambidextrous thumb safety, checkered 
slide release lever and ambidextrous magazine 
release enable intuitive, fast and safe operation.

Solo pistols have a double action striker-fired 
trigger with a smooth, consistent pull that 
breaks clean at 6.5-7.5 pounds. A great trigger 
pull builds the confidence needed for fast and 
accurate shooting.

Properly-dimensioned sights are mounted 
securely in machined dovetails. White dots aid 
fast alignment - especially in low light. Edges 
are rounded and blended so they will not snag 
clothing or holsters.

The Kimber legacy of offering today’s finest firearms continues with the 

Solo,® a revolutionary family of pistols that puts 9mm power in a micro-

compact platform usually reserved for small calibers. Power aside, 1911 

ergonomics ensure that a Solo is easy and comfortable to shoot, regardless 

of hand size. 

With a barrel length of just 2.7 inches, Solo pistols are perfect for backup 

and concealed carry. Features taken from 1911 pistols also make them 

exceptionally safe. A manual ambidextrous thumb safety, checkered slide 

release lever and ambidextrous magazine release button enable fast and 

intuitive operation. Then there is the double action striker-fired trigger 

with a smooth, consistent pull that inspires confidence. 

All Solo frames are machined from the finest aluminum. Slides and 

barrels are cut from stainless steel. Edges are rounded and blended so  

they cannot hang up, slide serrations are deep enough to really work  

and the 3-dot sights are quick to target. With a design so innovative  

that several patents are pending, no other micro-compact offers the  

critical advantages of a Solo. Quite simply, it creates a new standard  

of performance.

Like other members of the family, the Solo Carry 9mm has a lightweight aluminum 
frame plus stainless steel slide and barrel.

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/soloSOLO PISTOLS
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*Includes Crimson Trace® Lasergrips®. 
A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 68.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER BARREL 
(inches)

WEIGHT 
(ounces)

Solo® Carry 3900001 9mm 2.7 17

Solo® Carry Stainless 3900002 9mm 2.7 17

Solo® Carry DC 3900004 9mm 2.7 17

Solo® Carry DC (LG)* 3900005 9mm 2.7 17

Solo® Carry w/ Rosewood Grips 3900006 9mm 2.7 17

Solo® CDP (LG)* 3900003 9mm 2.7 17

Solo® Sapphire 3900008 9mm 2.7 17

Solo® Crimson Carry 3900007 9mm 2.7 17

Solo

NEW

NEW

NEW

The Kimber Solo is the most accurate, shootable  
and dependable micro-compact pistol available  
today. Specifically designed to fire high-pressure 
9mm defense ammunition, Kimber engineers 
pushed the limits of physics and geometry to  
create a ground-breaking platform with unequaled 
performance. Nine models are offered, each one 
literally in a class by itself.

Solo Carry DC (Deep Cover) models wear a  

tough, matte black DLC finish over a stainless  

steel slide and barrel for extra durability,  

plus have horizontal serrations on the front  

strap and backstrap for a more secure  

grip. Like CDP versions, they have  

night sights, a Carry Melt treatment for snag- 

free edges and offer the option of  

Crimson Trace Lasergrips. Carry models 

feature 3-dot sights. All Solo pistols have a 

double action striker-fired trigger system with 

a consistent and smooth 6.5-7.5 pound pull 

through the complete path of travel, plus a  

stainless steel slide and barrel. With a Solo, 

there is no compromise between size, accuracy 

and power.

Solo Carry Sapphire features an 
engraved bright polished blue PVD 
slide, a ball-milled frame accented 
with matching bright polished blue 
parts, Micarta grips, and tritium 
night sights.

An ambidextrous thumb safety 
and magazine release button 
make Solo pistols operational 
with either hand. Removable 
grip panels are checkered and 
beveled for control and comfort. 
They also provide a positive grip 
regardless of conditions.

Solo slides lock open on an 
empty magazine, speeding 
operation. When a round is  
in the chamber and light is  
available, the shell casing 
should be visible through the 
Loaded Chamber Indicator Port® 
at the rear of the barrel hood.

The Solo Carry Stainless 9mm is 
powerful, accurate and dependable. 
It weighs just 17 ounces.

• Stainless steel slide and barrel provide additional  
resistance to the elements. Premium 7075-T7 aluminum 
frames are light and tough. 

• Double action striker-fired trigger with smooth 6.5-7.5 
pound pull promotes accuracy.

• Dovetail-mounted 3-dot sights are standard. DC and 
CDP models have night sights. Carry model comes 
with rosewood and rosewood laser grip options.

• Ambidextrous thumb safety and magazine release 
button speed operation.

• Solo Stainless Raptor incorporates all of the popular 
Raptor features such as side scaling, front and back 
strap scale texture and zebrawood grips.

Features

Solo Carry
Stainless steel slide and  

barrel, matte black frame

Solo Carry Stainless
Stainless steel slide and  

barrel, satin silver frame

Solo Carry DC
Night sights, Carry Melt and  

DLC finish on slide and barrel

Solo Carry DC (LG)
Features of the Solo Carry DC  

plus Crimson Trace Lasergrips

Solo CDP (LG)
Crimson Trace Lasergrips,  

night sights, checkered  
front and back strap

Solo Sapphire
Night sights, bright  

polished blue PVD accents 
and engraved slide, 

Micarta grips

Solo Crimson Carry
Features of Solo Carry  

with Crimson Trace  
Lasergrips

Solo Carry with 
Rosewood Grips

Features special logo  
rosewood grips

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/soloSOLO PISTOLS
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Advanced Tactical SRC (back) and the Model 84M Adirondack 
are designed for entirely different purposes, yet both are  
available in .308 Win.

Accuracy is the best measure of rifle quality. Reliability follows. Kimber 
rifles deliver both in a selection of classic sporters, hard-core hunters, 
unique varminters and no-compromise tacticals. Each is based on an  
action size designed with minimal dimensions for the cartridges it  
chambers. No other brand is their equal.

Kimber rifle barrels and chambers are machined 
to critical match grade dimensions. Rigid quality 
control ensures exceptional accuracy.

Most models have both pillar and glass bedding 
for strength and accuracy. All have match grade 
triggers that break clean at 3-4 pounds.

All rifles have a positive 3-position wing safety 
with serrated lever, without question the finest 
system ever designed.

Full-length one-piece Mauser claw extractors 
lock cartridges to the bolt face for flawless 
feeding and extraction. This design is superior to 
common “push feed” actions.

Kimber was founded in 1979 with the singular purpose of building fine 

rimfire sporting rifles. Success followed and demand drove an expansion 

into classic centerfires for big game hunting. Today, Kimber rifles are 

favored by discriminating hunters and shooters, and limited production 

keeps people standing in line to buy them. 

Kimber rifles offer a combination of features that set them apart from 

other production brands. Barrels, chambers and triggers are crafted with 

critical match grade dimensions for unequaled accuracy. Pillar and glass 

bedding add strength and ensure that nothing shifts under recoil or during 

rough use. Walnut stocks are finished and checkered by hand. Reinforced 

carbon fiber stocks are the finest worn by any production rifle. 

Complete descriptions are presented on the following pages and nearly 

2,000 Kimber Master Dealers across America stand ready to assist in the 

selection of a model that meets any need. Chambered in calibers from 

.204 Ruger to .458 Lott, one is certain to be ideal for any type of hunting, 

shooting or tactical law enforcement use. To locate the nearest Kimber 

Master Dealer, find information on new models or view product videos, 

please visit Kimber on Facebook or at kimberamerica.com.

The Model 84L Classic Select Grade is offered in .270 Win. and .30-06 Spfd., along with 
specialized calibers like .280 Ack. Imp. and .25-06 Rem. Weight is approximately
6 pounds, 2 ounces – even with a 24-inch barrel for optimal velocity.

RIFLES TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/rifles
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2.64 inches*
7.63 inches

1.14 inches

3.17 inches
8.16 inches

1.14 inches

2.87 inches
8.40 inches

1.36 inches

1.36 inches

3.51 inches
9.24 inches

*This dimension is 2.40 inches in actions chambered  

for .204 Ruger and .223 Rem.

ACTION
ACTION 
LENGTH

(inches)

ACTION 
DIAMETER

(inches)

RIFLE 
WEIGHT
(pounds/
ounces)

CALIBERS

  84M 7.63 1.14 4/13*   .204 Ruger 

  .223 Rem. 

  .22-250 Rem. 

  .243 Win. 

  .257 Roberts 

  7mm-08 Rem. 

  .308 Win.

  6.5 Creedmoor

  .300 AAC Blackout

  84L 8.16 1.14 5/5*   .25-06 Rem. 

  .270 Win. 

  .280 Ack. Imp. 

  .30-06 Spfd.

  8400  
  WSM

8.40 1.36 6/3*   .308 Win. 

  270 WSM 

  300 WSM

  8400
  Magnum

9.24 1.36 6/13*   7mm Rem. Mag. 

  .300 Win. Mag. 

  .338 Win. Mag. 

  .375 H&H Mag. 

  .416 Rem. Mag. 

  .458 Lott

*Weight given for the lightest rifle and caliber combination based on this action.  
See page 70 for complete specifications.

• Lightest production rifles available today. 

• Match grade barrel, chamber and trigger for accuracy.

• Optimal barrel length for highest velocity and flat trajectory.

• Available in 12 models and 9 calibers. 

• Lightest hunting rifles available in these calibers.

• Chambered in America’s most popular hunting cartridges. 

• Match grade barrel, chamber and trigger for accuracy. 

• Available in 5 models and 4 calibers.

• Unequaled combination of light weight and power.

• Suitable for almost any North American big game.

• Match grade barrel, chamber and trigger for accuracy.  

• Available in 7 models and 3 calibers.

• Chambered in cartridges for large and dangerous game.

• Barrels have optimal length for velocity and balance.

• Models have unique features for their specific purpose. 

• Available in 9 models and 6 calibers.

84M Features

84L Features

8400 WSM Features

8400 Magnum Features

8400 actions sized exclusively for WSM (Winchester Short Magnum)  

cartridges have a greater diameter but remain as short as possible  

to reduce weight, ensure proper balance and promote fast  

handling. Barrels are the proper length for maximum velocity and 

flat trajectory. Ideal for almost any North American big game,  

8400 rifles in WSM cartridges offer an unequaled balance of power 

and light weight. Magazine capacity is 3-5 rounds.

84M (Medium) actions have minimal dimensions for cartridges  

ranging from .204 Ruger to .308 Winchester. The lightest production  

rifles available today, this action shortens bolt travel for faster 

operation and gives near-perfect balance for positive aiming.  

Unlike other rifles that cut weight by reducing barrel length,  

84M barrels are the optimal length for the flattest trajectory  

and superior accuracy. Magazine capacity is 4-6 rounds, depending 

on the chambering.

8400 magnum actions have the additional length required by  

some of the world’s most powerful cartridges. From .300 Winchester 

Magnum to .458 Lott, they are suitable for hunting both large and  

dangerous game. Here, light weight takes a back seat to  

performance, although some models are still the lightest  

in their class. Features common to all Kimber rifles ensure  

absolute reliability. Magazine capacity is 3-5 rounds, depending on 

model and caliber.

84L (Long) actions have the minimal diameter of the 84M but  

are slightly longer to fit more powerful hunting cartridges such as 

the .270 Winchester and .30-06 Springfield. Like the 84M, they 

are the lightest production rifles in their class and have optimal  

barrel length for the highest velocity and flattest trajectory.  

They also have the same balance characteristics for fast, 

consistent aiming. Magazine capacity is 4-5 rounds, depending  

on the chambering.

8400 WSM Action

84M Action

8400 Magnum Action

84L Action

84M
.308 Win. 

8400 WSM 
.300 WSM

84L
.30-06 Spfd. 

8400 Magnum 
.300 Win. Mag.

Actions & Calibers

RIFLES Size Selection Guide TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/rifles
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A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 70.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER

Classic 3000603 7mm-08 Rem.

Classic 3000602 .308 Win.

Classic 3000730 .270 Win.

Classic 3000731 .30-06 Spfd.

Classic 3000626 300 WSM

Classic 3000680 .300 Win. Mag.

Classic Select Grade™ 3000624 .223 Rem.

Classic Select Grade™ 3000670 .243 Win.

Classic Select Grade™ 3000709 .257 Rob.

Classic Select Grade™ 3000668 7mm-08 Rem.

Classic Select Grade™ 3000667 .308 Win.

Classic Select Grade™ 3000732 .25-06 Rem.

Classic Select Grade™ 3000733 .270 Win.

Classic Select Grade™ 3000751 .280 Ack. Imp.

Classic Select Grade™ 3000734 .30-06 Spfd.

Classic Select Grade™ 3000676 270 WSM

Classic Select Grade™ 3000675 300 WSM

Classic Select Grade™ 3000625 7mm Rem. Mag.

Classic Select Grade™ 3000703 .300 Win. Mag.

Classic Select Grade™ 3000702 .338 Win. Mag.

SuperAmerica™ 3000623 7mm-08 Rem.

SuperAmerica™ 3000620 .308 Win.

SuperAmerica™ 3000630 270 WSM

SuperAmerica™ 3000629 300 WSM

SuperAmerica™ 3000691 .300 Win. Mag.

Traditional
Kimber’s traditional big game rifles offer an unequaled combination of features, elegance and performance. 
All actions have minimal dimensions for the cartridges they chamber, permitting a trim overall profile that 
reduces weight by as much as 2 pounds. Stocks are born of fine walnut, then checkered and finished by 
hand. No other brand can compare.

stock –  carefully shaped and dimensioned from fine walnut 

for both recoil control and quick pointability. Chambered 

in a wide selection of calibers, finding an ideal combination  

for big game from Alaska to Africa is virtually assured. Just  

as hunting is more than a sport, a Kimber traditional is 

more than a rifle. Take one along on your next hunt.

All traditional rifles include critical design features  

that ensure performance and dependability. Barrels,  

chambers and triggers are machined to match grade  

dimensions for accuracy. A full-length Mauser claw  

extractor provides flawless controlled round feeding and  

extraction. The 3-position Model 70-type wing safety is  

positive, silent and fast. Then there is the elegant sporter 

Kimber actions have minimal dimensions for 
the cartridges they chamber. This allows a trim 
profile that reduces weight as much as 2 pounds 
compared to other brands and also gives them 
near-perfect balance for fast handling.

All Kimber rifles in big game calibers have 
both pillar and glass bedding for strength and 
accuracy. Sculpted steel bottom metal has a 
floorplate release inside the trigger bow that 
prevents accidental opening.

A properly dimensioned classic stock and  
recoil-absorbing 1-inch Pachmayr Decelerator 
recoil pad diminish felt recoil. Straight comb 
stocks slide back into the shoulder, not up  
and into the cheekbone.

The Model 84L Classic .30-06 Spfd. weighs just 
over 6 pounds, even with a 24-inch barrel for 
optimal velocity.

Classic Select Grade
Features of the Classic plus French walnut, ebony forend tip

Classic
A-grade walnut, 20 LPI panel checkering, matte finish

• Classic rifles have A-grade walnut stocks with oil 
finish and 20 lines-per-inch panel checkering.

• Classic Select Grade rifles have A-grade French 
walnut stocks with ebony forend tip and  
special markings on the floorplate. 

• SuperAmerica rifles have AAA-grade walnut 
stocks with ebony forend tip, cheekpiece  
and 24 lines-per-inch wrap checkering.

• Kimber scalloped 2-piece bases that flawlessly 
blend with the contour of the receiver are  
available as an accessory.

Features

SuperAmerica
AAA-grade walnut, ebony, 24 LPI wrap checkering, cheekpiece, polished blue

RIFLES Traditional TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/rifles
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MODEL ITEM CALIBER

Montana™ 3000720 .223 Rem.

Montana™ 3000617 .243 Win.

Montana™ 3000711 .257 Rob.

Montana™ 3000619 7mm-08 Rem.

Montana™ 3000616 .308 Win.

Montana™ 3000742 .25-06 Rem.

Montana™ 3000740 .270 Win.

Montana™ 3000750 .280 Ack. Imp.

Montana™ 3000741 .30-06 Spfd.

Montana™ 3000636 270 WSM

Montana™ 3000635 300 WSM

Montana™ 3000685 .300 Win. Mag.

Montana™ 3000687 .338 Win. Mag.

Adirondack™ 3000767 7mm-08 Rem.

Adirondack™ 3000768 .308 Win.

Adirondack™ 3000788 .300 AAC Blackout

Adirondack™ 3000786 6.5 Creedmoor

Mountain Ascent™ 3000763 .308 Win.

Mountain Ascent™ 3000765 .270 Win.

Mountain Ascent™ 3000764 .280 Ack. Imp.

Mountain Ascent™ 3000766 .30-06 Spfd.

Mountain

A true mountain rifle must be light and accurate. Hardcore hunters understand. Montana, Adirondack  
and Mountain Ascent models are the lightest production big game rifles ever offered, delivering legendary  
Kimber accuracy yet weighing as little as 4 pounds, 13 ounces. Stocks are reinforced carbon fiber for 
strength and stainless steel shrugs the elements. These rifles have no equal.

models go even farther.  With an 18-inch barrel, spiral 

fluted bolt body and hollow bolt knob, the Adirondack is 

compact and fast.  The Mountain Ascent has additional  

custom features, including a fluted barrel and muzzle 

brake.  Both wear Gore Optifade stock treatments so they 

blend into almost any environment.  No other brand offers  

the advantages of a Kimber mountain rifle.  Not even close.

Montana rifles combine all the best Kimber features 

in a lightweight, stainless steel and reinforced carbon  

fiber package that guarantees performance. Actions offer  

controlled round feeding plus a 3-position wing  

safety and are bedded on pillars and at the recoil lug 

for strength. Match grade barrels, chambers and triggers  

ensure accuracy. Adirondack and Mountain Ascent  

Mountain Ascent rifles incorporate a muzzle 
brake to reduce felt recoil and include a thread 
protector so the brake may be removed for 
hunting. Matte black ring mounts are included 
and Optifade versions are available separately.

Montana models are among the lightest hunting 
rifles available today. Those chambered for WSM 
and belted magnums scale well under 7 pounds. 
Adirondack and Mountain Ascent rifles in .308 
Win. weigh just 4 pounds, 13 ounces.

Mountain Ascent models incorporate custom 
touches like a fluted bolt handle, hollow bolt 
knob and fluted bolt body. Premium reinforced 
carbon fiber stocks with both pillar and glass 
bedding lock in accuracy.

Mountain Ascent
Features of the Montana plus muzzle brake and fluting treatments.

Montana
Reinforced carbon fiber stock, stainless steel barreled action.

• Kimber mountain rifles all have a premium  
hand-molded reinforced carbon fiber stock. 

• Adirondack stocks have a Gore Optifade  
Forest finish. Mountain Ascent stocks have a  
Gore Optifade Open Country finish.

• All models have a stainless steel barreled action.

• Adirondack rifles have an 18-inch barrel  
threaded for a muzzle brake that is available  
as an accessory.

• Mountain Ascent rifles have a fluted barrel and 
bolt, plus a muzzle brake with a thread  
protector cap for optional use while hunting.

Features

Adirondack
Features of the Montana plus 18-inch threaded barrel and hollow bolt knob.

With the 84M Mountain Accent starting at 
4 lbs 13 oz, Kimber Mountain rifles are the 
ultimate tool for any hunter. 

RIFLES Mountain TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/rifles

A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 70.
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A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 70.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER

Caprivi™ 3000692 .375 H&H Mag.

Caprivi™ 3000728 .416 Rem. Mag.

Caprivi™ 3000705 .458 Lott

Talkeetna™ 3000706 .375 H&H Mag.

Dangerous Game

Kimber dangerous game rifles deliver unwavering dependability and charge-stopping energy.  
Equally important, they have critical features absent from other production rifles in heavy calibers.  
The Caprivi is designed for Africa and the Talkeetna is ready for the unpredictable weather of Alaska – 
places where Kimber quality takes on a whole new level of importance.

a reinforced carbon fiber stock. They all have a full-

length Mauser claw extractor for true controlled-round 

feeding and extraction, plus a 3-position safety that is  

positive, quiet and fast. These are the finest production 

dangerous game rifles ever offered, and the game they 

were designed to hunt deserves nothing less.

The Model 8400 Caprivi is stocked in AA-grade French 

walnut with a hand-rubbed oil finish, 24 lines-per-inch 

wrap-around checkering, ebony forend tip and traditional 

pancake cheekpiece. The Caprivi Special Edition raises 

the bar with AAA-French walnut and a bone charcoal 

color case hardened receiver from Turnbull Restoration.  

The Talkeetna has a stainless steel barreled action and 

The Caprivi has a 3-leaf island express sight with 
the fixed leaf regulated for 50 yards. Both folders 
remain green for custom regulation. Front sights 
on Caprivi and Talkeetna models are hooded 
and adjustable for elevation.

Kimber dangerous game rifles are bedded on 
aluminum pillars and also at the recoil lug for 
superior strength and accuracy. Caprivi models 
have twin crossbolts for additional integrity.

Caprivi and Talkeetna models have a barrel band 
sling swivel stud. The Talkeetna has a single-leaf 
express sight and a reinforced carbon fiber  
stock, the finest of its kind ever offered on a 
production rifle.

Chambered in .375 H&H Mag., .416 Rem. Mag. and 
.458 Lott, the Model 8400 Caprivi is without peer as 
a dangerous game rifle.

Caprivi
AA-grade French walnut, pancake cheekpiece, 3-leaf express sight

Talkeetna
Reinforced carbon fiber stock, stainless steel barreled action, single-leaf sight

• Caprivi stocks have both pillar and glass bedding, 
plus twin crossbolts for additional strength.

• Caprivi models have sculpted steel bottom metal 
with floorplate release inside the trigger guard  
to prevent unintentional opening.

• Caprivi rifles have 3-leaf (1 fixed and 2 folding) 
express sights. The Talkeetna rear sight has a  
single fixed blade. 

• Caprivi and Talkeetna rifles both have a barrel-
mounted sling swivel stud that cannot contact  
the forward hand during recoil.

Features

RIFLES Dangerous Game TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/rifles
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A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 70.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER

Varmint 3000650 .204 Ruger

Varmint 3000601 .22-250 Rem.

LongMaster® Classic™ 3000641 .223 Rem.

LongMaster® Classic™ 3000410 .308 Win.

Pro Varmint™ 3000671 .204 Ruger

Pro Varmint™ 3000638 .223 Rem.

Pro Varmint™ 3000639 .22-250 Rem.

SVT™ 3000647 .223 Rem.

LongMaster® VT™ 3000409 .22-250 Rem.

Varmint

Varmint rifles must deliver pinpoint accuracy with absolute consistency regardless of field conditions. 
Kimber varmint rifles ensure this level of performance through a combination of match grade  
components, careful bedding and proper design. Five specialized models cover it all, from predator  
calling to working from a stand.

match grade stainless steel fluted barrels with match 

grade chambers. Based on the Model 84M action with  

minimal dimensions for the cartridges it chambers, they 

also feature a full-length Mauser claw extractor for true 

controlled-round feeding and extraction, along with a 

match grade trigger that breaks at 3-3.5 pounds.

Light to heavy, there is a Kimber varmint rifle for any 

type of predator hunting or varmint shooting. Varmint, 

LongMaster Classic and Pro Varmint models are perfect 

for hunters who move and call. SVT (Short Varmint/ 

Target) and LongMaster VT (Varmint/Target) are best 

suited for a day overlooking a prairie dog town. All have 

Varmint rifles are based on the Kimber Model 
84M™ action with minimal dimensions for the 
cartridges it chambers. This reduces overall 
weight, even with a heavier barrel contour  
that enhances accuracy.

Match grade stainless steel barrels with match 
grade chambers ensure the highest degree of 
accuracy. Barrels are fluted to reduce weight, 
improve balance and speed cooling.

Model 84M rifles in SVT and LongMaster VT 
configurations have heavy target stocks shaped 
from ultra-stable laminated wood blanks. The 
high comb and deep pistol grip with palm swell 
are ideal for shooting prone or from a bench.

The Model 84M Pro Varmint .22-250 Rem. has a 
laminated stock and stainless steel barreled action.

Pro Varmint
Laminated stock, beavertail forend, stainless steel barreled action

LongMaster VT
Features of SVT plus 26-inch stainless steel bull barrel

Varmint & LongMaster Classic
A-grade walnut sporter stock, stainless steel fluted barrel

SVT
Laminated high comb target stock, 18.25-inch stainless steel bull barrel

• All varmint rifles are based on the Model 84M 
action designed with minimal dimensions to 
reduce weight.

• Varmint rifles feature match grade stainless  
steel barrels with match grade chambers  
to ensure accuracy. 

• Fluted barrels reduce weight, improve balance 
and speed cooling.

• All varmint models have pillar bedding.  
Varmint, LongMaster Classic and  
Pro Varmint versions also have glass bedding.

• Sculpted steel bottom metal with floorplate 
release inside the trigger guard is both  
functional and elegant.

Features

RIFLES Varmint TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/rifles
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Kimber builds five no-compromise tactical rifles to meet the requirements of military or law enforcement  
professionals. In these arenas, the need for accuracy and dependability takes on new meaning. From a 
short, light configuration for fast deployment to three new heavier models with advanced features for  
long-range precision, Kimber tactical rifles are ready for anything.

offering the advantage of short-barreled portability.  

The Patrol Tactical is a tough, full-size model with  

a reinforced carbon fiber stock configured for optimum 

stability from any position. Advanced Tactical models are 

built by hand and guaranteed to have fired a 3-shot group 

measuring .5 MOA prior to shipping. They both have 

folding stocks and accept detachable box magazines.

Kimber tactical rifles have match grade barrels,  

chambers and triggers for the highest degree of accuracy. 

Actions feature a full-length Mauser claw extractor for the 

unequaled dependability of controlled-round feeding,  

plus an extended bolt handle with an oversized bolt knob 

for positive operation regardless of field conditions.  

The Model 84M LPT is a light urban tactical rifle  

Advanced Tactical models accept detachable box 
magazines with either 5- or 10-round capacity. 
All tactical rifles have extended bolt handles 
with large knobs for positive operation with 
gloved hands.

Advanced Tactical models feature threaded  
barrels fitted with a SureFire muzzle brake/ 
suppressor adapter. Advanced Tactical barrels 
also have their match grade dimensions verified 
with an air gauge to ensure accuracy.

The Advanced Tactical SOC folding stock is  
machined from aluminum. It has an integral  
rear monopod, two 1913 MIL-SPEC rails on the 
forearm, adjustable comb and a forend rail for 
mounting a bipod.

The new Model 8400 Patrol Tactical features a  
Manners MCS-T6 stock. It is available in .308 Win. 
and .300 Win. Mag.

• The LPT has a tough, laminated stock with a 
beavertail forend.

• The Patrol Tactical has a Manners MCS-T6  
reinforced carbon fiber stock. The extended  
vertical pistol grip has ambidextrous palm swells. 

• The Advanced Tactical II has a Manners MCS-TF4 
folding stock with adjustable comb and accepts 
detachable box magazines.

• The Advanced Tactical SOC and SRC have an  
adjustable aluminum folding stock with two 
forend rails. It accepts detachable 5- and  
10-round magazines.

Features

LPT
Model 84M action, 22-inch fluted barrel, laminated stock

Advanced Tactical SRC
Adjustable aluminum folding stock, SureFire muzzle brake/suppressor adapter black finish, 16-inch barrel

Advanced Tactical SOC
Adjustable aluminum folding stock, SureFire muzzle brake/suppressor adapter

Patrol Tactical
Fluted barrel, grooved forearm and squared forend

Advanced Tactical II
Stainless steel barrel with SureFire muzzle brake/suppressor adapter

RIFLES Tactical TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/rifles

A complete presentation of specifications and features begins on page 70.

MODEL ITEM CALIBER

LPT™ 3000611 .223 Rem.

LPT™ 3000729  .308 Win.

Patrol Tactical™ 3000772 .308 Win.

Patrol Tactical™ 3000771 .300 Win. Mag.

Advanced Tactical™ II 3000769 .308 Win.

Advanced Tactical™ II 3000770 .300 Win. Mag.

Advanced Tactical™ II 3000784 6.5 Creedmoor

Advanced Tactical SOC™ 3000774 .308 Win.

Advanced Tactical SOC™ 3000773 .300 Win. Mag.

Advanced Tactical SOC™ 3000787 6.5 Creedmoor

Advanced Tactical SRC™ 3000785 .308 Win.

Tactical
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Custom II 11 NS, WG .45 ACP • 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 7 16 FG ST • ST • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Custom Target™ II 11 .45 ACP • 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 7 16 FG ST • ST • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Royal™ II 11 .45 ACP 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 7 16 FG ST • BP ST • BP • 5 ST • 16 • 6.8 BO • 4–5
Stainless™ II 11 NS .45 ACP • 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 7 16 FG SS • SS • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Stainless™ II 11 9mm 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 9 12 FG SS • SS • • 5 SS • 16 • • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Stainless Target™ II 11 .45 ACP • 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 7 16 FG SS • SS • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Stainless Target™ II 11 .38 Super 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 9 14 FG SS • SS • • 5 SS • 16 • • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Stainless Target™ II 11 9mm • 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 9 12 FG SS • SS • • 5 SS • 16 • • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Stainless Target™ II 11 10mm • 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 9 18.5 FG SS • SS • • 5 SS • 16 • • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Custom TLE™ II 13 .45 ACP • 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 7 16 FG ST • 30 ST • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Custom TLE™ II 13 10mm 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 9 18.5 FG ST • 30 ST • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Custom TLE™ II (TFS) 13 12 .45 ACP 5.25 9.19 1.28 38 7 16 FG ST • 30 ST • • 5.5 SS • 16 • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Custom TLE™ II (TFS) 13 12 9mm 5.25 9.19 1.28 38 9 12 FG ST • 30 ST • • 5.5 SS • 16 • • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Custom TLE/RL™ II 13 .45 ACP • 5.25 8.7 1.28 39 7 16 FG ST • 30 • ST • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Custom TLE/RL™ II 13 10mm • 5.25 8.7 1.28 39 9 18.5 FG ST • 30 • ST • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Custom TLE/RL™ II (TFS) 13 12 .45 ACP 5.25 9.19 1.28 39 7 16 FG ST • 30 ST • • 5.5 SS • 16 • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Custom TLE/RL™ II (TFS) 13 12 9mm 5.25 9.19 1.28 39 9 12 FG ST • 30 ST • • 5.5 SS • 16 • • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Stainless TLE™ II 13 .45 ACP • 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 7 16 FG SS • 30 SS • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Stainless TLE/RL™ II 13 .45 ACP • 5.25 8.7 1.28 39 7 16 FG SS •  30 • SS • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Warrior® 19 4, 13 .45 ACP 5.25 8.7 1.28 40 7 16 SL ST • • • • • ST • • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 GT • • 4–5
Desert Warrior® 19 4 .45 ACP 5.25 8.7 1.28 40 7 16 SL SM ST • • • • • ST • • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 GT • • 4–5

New Desert Warrior® (TFS) 19 4 .45 ACP 5.25 9.19 1.28 40 7 16 SL SM ST • • • • • ST • • • 5.5 SS • 16 • 6.8 GT • • 4–5
Warrior® SOC 19 1, 4 .45 ACP 5.25 8.7 1.28 40 7 16 SL SM ST • • • • ST • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 GT • 4–5

New Warrior® SOC (TFS) 19 1, 4 .45 ACP 5.25 9.19 1.28 40 7 16 SL SM ST • • • • ST • • 5.5 SS • 16 • 6.8 GT • 4–5
Gold Match™ II 17 .45 ACP • 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 8 16 FG ST • ST HP • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 RW • • 4–5
Stainless Gold Match™ II 17 .45 ACP • 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 8 16 FG SS • SS HP • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 RW • • 4–5
Stainless Gold Match™ II 17 9mm 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 9 12 FG SS • SS HP • 5 SS • 16 • • 6.8 RW • • 4–5
Team Match® II 17 2 .45 ACP 5.50 8.7 1.28 39 8 16 FG SS • HP • 30 • SS HP • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 GT • 4–5
Team Match® II 17 2 9mm 5.50 8.7 1.28 39 9 12 FG SS • HP • 30 • SS HP • 5 SS • 16 • • 6.8 GT • 4–5
Pro Carry™ II 11 NS .45 ACP • 5.25 7.7 1.28 28 7 22 FG AL • ST • 4 SS 16 • 5.7 BS • • 4–5
Pro Carry™ II 11 9mm 5.25 7.7 1.28 28 9 14 FG AL • ST • 4 SS 16 • • 5.7 BS • • 4–5
Stainless Pro Carry™ II 11 NS .45 ACP • 5.25 7.7 1.28 28 7 22 FG AL • SS • 4 SS 16 • 5.7 BS • • 4–5
Stainless Pro Carry™ II 11 9mm 5.25 7.7 1.28 28 9 14 FG AL • SS • 4 SS 16 • • 5.7 BS • • 4–5
Pro Carry HD™ II 11 .45 ACP • 5.25 7.7 1.28 35 7 22 FG SS • SS • 4 SS 16 • 5.7 BS • • 4–5
Pro Carry HD™ II 11 .38 Super • 5.25 7.7 1.28 35 9 20 FG SS • SS • 4 SS 16 • • 5.7 BS • • 4–5
Pro TLE™ II  15 .45 ACP 5.25 7.7 1.28 35 7 22 FG ST • 30 ST • 4 SS 16 • 5.7 BS • • 4–5
Pro TLE/RL™ II 15 .45 ACP 5.25 7.7 1.28 36 7 22 FG ST • 30 • ST • 4 SS 16 • 5.7 BS • • 4–5

New Pro TLE™ II (TFS) 15 .45 ACP 5.25 8.21 1.28 36 7 22 FG ST • 30 • ST • 4.5 SS 16 • 5.7 BS • • 4–5
Stainless Pro TLE™ II 15 LG .45 ACP 5.25 7.7 1.28 35 7 22 FG SS • 30 SS • 4 SS 16 • 5.7 BS • • 4–5
Stainless Pro TLE/RL™ II 15 .45 ACP 5.25 7.7 1.28 36 7 22 FG SS • 30 • SS • 4 SS 16 • 5.7 BS • • 4–5
Ultra Carry™ II 11 NS .45 ACP • 4.75 6.8 1.28 25 7 18 FG AL • ST • 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 BS • • 4–5
Stainless Ultra Carry™ II 11 .45 ACP • 4.75 6.8 1.28 25 7 18 FG AL • SS • 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 BS • • 4–5
Stainless Ultra Carry™ II 11 9mm 4.75 6.8 1.28 25 8 16 FG AL • SS • 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 BS • • 4–5
Ultra TLE™ II 15 LG .45 ACP 4.75 6.8 1.28 25 7 18 FG AL • 30 ST • 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 BS • • 4–5
Stainless Ultra TLE™ II 15 LG .45 ACP 4.75 6.8 1.28 25 7 18 FG AL • 30 SS • 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 BS • • 4–5
Ultra Crimson Carry™ II 21 3, 8 .45 ACP 4.75 6.8 1.28 25 7 18 FG AL • ST • 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 • • • 4–5
Pro Crimson Carry™ II 21 3, 8 .45 ACP 5.25 7.7 1.28 28 8 22 FG AL • ST • 4 SS 16 • 5.7 • • • 4–5
Custom Crimson Carry™ II 21 3, 8 .45 ACP 5.25 8.7 1.28 31 8 16 FG AL • ST • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 • • • 4–5
Master Carry Ultra™ 23 7, 8 .45 ACP 4.75 6.8 1.28 25 7 18 FG AL • SS • 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 • • • 4–5
Master Carry Pro™ 23 7, 8 .45 ACP 5.25 7.7 1.28 28 8 22 FG AL • SS • 4 SS 16 • 5.7 • • • 4–5
Master Carry Custom™ 23 7, 8 .45 ACP 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 8 16 FG SS • SS • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 • • • 4–5
Tactical Ultra™ II 25 .45 ACP 5.00 6.8 1.28 26 7 18 FG AL • • • 30 30 • ST • 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 LW • • • 4–5
Tactical Pro™ II 25 .45 ACP 5.50 7.7 1.28 29 7 22 FG AL • • • 30 30 • ST • 4 SS 16 • 5.7 LW • • • 4–5
Tactical Pro™ II 25 9mm 5.50 7.7 1.28 29 9 14 FG AL • • • 30 30 • ST • 4 SS 16 • • 5.7 LW • • • 4–5
Tactical Custom™ II 25 .45 ACP 5.50 8.7 1.28 32 7 16 FG AL • • • 30 30 • ST • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 LW • • • 4–5
Tactical Custom HD™ II 25 .45 ACP 5.50 8.7 1.28 39 7 16 FG SS • • • 30 30 • ST • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 LW • • • 4–5
Tactical Entry™ II 25 .45 ACP 5.50 8.7 1.28 40 7 16 FG SS • • • 30 30 • • ST • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 LW • • • 4–5

New Eclipse Ultra™ II (LG) 27 14 .45 ACP • 4.75 6.8 1.28 31 7 18 FG SS • BP 30 SS • BP 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 LG • • 4–5
New Eclipse Pro™ II (LG) 27 14 .45 ACP • 5.25 7.7 1.28 35 8 22 FG SS • BP 30 SS • BP 4 SS 16 • 5.7 LG • • 4–5
New Eclipse Custom™ II (LG) 27 14 .45 ACP • 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 8 16 FG SS • BP 30 SS • BP 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 LG • • 4–5

Eclipse Custom™ II 27 10mm • 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 9 18.5 FG SS • BP 30 SS • BP 5 SS • 16 • • 6.8 LW • • 4–5
Eclipse Target™ II 27 .45 ACP • 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 8 16 FG SS • BP 30 SS • BP 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 LW • • 4–5
Ultra Covert™ II 29 .45 ACP • 4.75 6.8 1.28 25 7 18 FG CM AL • • • 30 ST • 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 • • • 4–5
Pro Covert™ II 29 4 .45 ACP 5.25 7.7 1.28 28 7 22 FG CM AL • • • 30 ST • 4 SS 16 • 5.7 • • • 4–5
Custom Covert™ II 29 4 .45 ACP 5.25 8.7 1.28 31 7 16 FG CM AL • • • 30 ST • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 • • • 4–5
Ultra Aegis® II 31 9mm 4.75 6.8 1.15 25 8 16 FG CM AL • • • 30 • ST • • • 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 RW • • 4–5
Pro Aegis® II 31 9mm 5.25 7.7 1.15 28 9 14 FG CM AL • • • 30 • ST • • • 4 SS 16 • • 5.7 RW • • 4–5
Custom Aegis® II 31 9mm 5.25 8.7 1.15 31 9 12 FG CM AL • • • 30 • ST • • • • 5 SS • 16 • • 6.8 RW • • 4–5
Ultra CDP™ II 33 LG .45 ACP • 4.75 6.8 1.28 25 7 18 FG CM AL • • • 30 30 SS • 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 RW • • 4–5
Ultra CDP™ II 33 9mm 4.75 6.8 1.28 25 8 16 FG CM AL • • • 30 30 SS • 3 SS 38 • • 4.8 RW • • 4–5
Ultra+ CDP™ II 33 .45 ACP 5.25 6.8 1.28 27 7 18 FG CM AL • • • 30 30 SS • 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 RW • • 4–5
Compact CDP™ II 33 .45 ACP • 4.75 7.7 1.28 27 7 22 FG CM AL • • • 30 30 SS • 4 SS 16 • 5.7 RW • • 4–5
Pro CDP™ II 33 .45 ACP • 5.25 7.7 1.28 28 7 22 FG CM AL • • • 30 30 SS • 4 SS 16 • 5.7 RW • • 4–5
Custom CDP™ II 33 .45 ACP  • 5.25 8.7 1.28 31 7 16 FG CM AL • • • 30 30 SS • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 RW • • 4–5

1911 pistol specifications continue on the following pages...

1911 PISTOL 
SPECIFICATIONS

Options
LG Available with Crimson Trace Lasergrips
NS Available with night sights
WG Available with walnut grips

*Feature Key
AL Aluminum
BC Back-cut serrations
BO Bone
BP Brush polished
BS Black synthetic
CM Carry Melt™ treatment
FG Full-length guide rod
FL Fine line
GR Grooved
GT G-10
HP Highly polished
LG Crimson Trace® Lasergrips®
LW Laminated wood
MI Micarta
RW Rosewood
SC Super Carry™ pattern
SE Serrations
SL Standard or military-length guide rod
SM Service Melt™ treatment
SR Scaled Raptor™ pattern
SS Stainless steel
ST Steel
ZW Zebrawood

*Barrel material for 1911 pistols available in California may be carbon steel rather than stainless steel where indicated.

 7.  Master Carry models have Crimson Trace Master Series Lasergrips. 
 8.  All Crimson Carry, Master Carry, Super Carry and Micro models, along with the Classic Carry Pro, have a recessed slide stop pin. 
 9.  Solo Carry and Solo Carry Stainless models have white dot sights and smooth/checkered grips.
 10.  The Solo CDP (LG) has 30 lines-per-inch checkering on the backstrap.
 11.  The Solo Carry DC has a tough, black DLC finish on the slide and barrel, along with serrations on the front strap and backstrap.
 12.  TFS models are threaded for suppression and include a removable thread protector cap. 
 13.  The Warrior® II is approved for sale in California and also available in other states.  Similar to the Warrior, it has a carbon steel barrel and the Kimber Series II Safety.™ 
 14.  Non-Lasergrip equipped Eclipse models in all sizes/calibers are sold in California.

 1.  The Warrior SOC features a tan (slide) and green (frame) KimPro II finish, Crimson Trace Rail Master laser sight, lanyard ring and special grips with an aggressive texture.
 2.  Team Match II pistols have red/blue G-10 grips and wear a 24K gold U.S.A. Shooting Team logo on the slide. 
 3.  Crimson Carry models with Crimson Trace Lasergrips that project a green beam are also available. 
 4.  Warrior models, along with the Pro Covert II and Custom Covert II, have a lanyard ring.
 5.  The Ultra RCP II has a bobbed grip safety and thumb safety, smooth magazine release button and trough sight – all for greater concealability and snag-free draw from concealed carry. 
 6.  Gold Combat models and the Classic Carry Pro have scalloped French shoulders that elegantly blend the slide to the frame.
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Frame Slide Barrel (match grade) Sights Grips Trigger (match grade)
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Ultra Raptor™ II 35 .45 ACP • 4.75 6.8 1.28 25 7 18 FG AL • • • • SR ST • BC 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 ZW • • • 4–5
Stainless Ultra Raptor™ II 35 .45 ACP 4.75 6.8 1.28 25 7 18 FG AL • • • • SR SS • BC 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 ZW • • • 4–5
Pro Raptor™ II 35 .45 ACP 5.25 7.7 1.28 35 8 22 FG ST • • • SR ST • BC 4 SS 16 • 5.7 ZW • • • 4–5
Stainless Pro Raptor™ II 35 .45 ACP 5.25 7.7 1.28 35 8 22 FG SS • • • SR SS • BC 4 SS 16 • 5.7 ZW • • • 4–5
Raptor™ II 35 .45 ACP • 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 8 16 FG ST • BP • • SR ST • BP SR BC 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 ZW • • • 4–5
Stainless Raptor™ II 35 .45 ACP • 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 8 16 FG SS • BP • • SR SS • BP SR BC 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 ZW • • • 4–5
Grand Raptor™ II 35 .45 ACP 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 8 16 FG SS • HP • • SR ST • HP SR BC 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 RW • • • 4–5
Super Carry Ultra™ 37 8 .45 ACP 4.75 6.8 1.28 25 7 18 FG CM AL • • • SC • SS • • SC 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 MI • • 4–5
Super Carry Ultra HD™ 37 8 .45 ACP 4.75 6.8 1.28 32 7 18 FG CM SS • • • SC • SS • • SC 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 GT • • 4–5
Super Carry Ultra+™ 37 8 .45 ACP 5.25 6.8 1.28 27 8 18 FG CM AL • • • SC • SS • • SC 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 MI • • 4–5
Super Carry Pro™ 37 8 .45 ACP 5.25 7.7 1.28 28 8 22 FG CM AL • • • SC • SS • • SC 4 SS 16 • 5.7 MI • • 4–5
Super Carry Pro HD™ 37 8 .45 ACP 5.25 7.7 1.28 35 8 22 FG CM SS • • • SC • SS • • SC 4 SS 16 • 5.7 GT • • 4–5
Super Carry Custom™ 37 8 .45 ACP 5.25 8.7 1.28 31 8 16 SL CM AL • • • SC • SS • • SC SC 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 MI • • 4–5
Super Carry Custom HD™ 37 8 .45 ACP 5.25 8.7 1.28 38 8 16 SL CM SS • • • SC • SS • • SC SC 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 GT • • 4–5
Sapphire Ultra™ II 39  9mm 4.75 6.8 1.15 25 8 16 FG AL • • BG • SS BB • 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 GT • • 4–5

New Sapphire Pro™ II 39  9mm 5.25 7.7 1.28 28 9 16 FG AL • BG SS BB • 4 SS 16 • • 5.7 GT • • 4–5
New Onyx Ultra™ II 39 .45 ACP 4.75 6.8 1.15 25 7 18.5 FG AL • BG • SS BK 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 MI • • 4–5
New Onyx Ultra™ II 39  9mm 4.75 6.8 1.15 25 8 16 FG AL • BG • SS BK 3 SS 16 • • 4.8 MI • • 4–5

Ultra RCP™ II 41 5 .45 ACP 4.75 6.8 1.15 25 7 18 FG CM AL • • ST • 3 SS 16 • n/a RW • • 4–5
Classic Carry Pro™ 41 6, 8 .45 ACP 5.25 7.7 1.28 35 8 22 FG ST • BP • 24 ST • BP • 4 ST 16 • 5.7 BO • 4–5
Gold Combat™ II 41 6 .45 ACP 5.50 8.7 1.28 39 8 16 FG SS • • • 24 30 • • SS • • FL S 5 SS 16 • 6.8 MI • 4–5
Gold Combat RL™ II 41 6 .45 ACP 5.50 8.7 1.28 40 8 16 FG SS • • • 24 30 • • • SS • • FL S 5 SS 16 • 6.8 MI • 4–5
Gold Combat Stainless™ II 41 6 .45 ACP 5.50 8.7 1.28 39 8 16 FG SS • • 24 30 • • SS • • FL S 5 SS 16 • 6.8 MI • 4–5
Super Match™ II 41 .45 ACP • 5.50 8.7 1.28 39 8 16 FG SC • • 30 30 • SS • • • 5 SS • 16 • 6.8 RW • • 4–5
Rimfire Target™ (black) 43 .22 LR • 5.25 8.7 1.28 23 10 FG AL • AL • • 5 ST • 16 • • 6.8 AS • • 4–5
Rimfire Target™ (silver) 43 .22 LR • 5.25 8.7 1.28 23 10 FG AL • AL • • 5 ST • 16 • • 6.8 BS • • 4–5
Rimfire Super™ 43 .22 LR • 5.25 8.7 1.28 23 10 FG AL • • • 30 30 AL • • • • 5 ST • 16 • • 6.8 RW • • • 4–5
Rimfire Compact ConversionKit™ 43 .22 LR 7.7 13 10 FG AL • 4 ST • 16 • • 5.7
Rimfire Compact Conversion Kit™ 43 .22 LR 7.7 13 10 FG AL • 4 ST • 16 • • 5.7
Rimfire Target Conversion Kit™ 43 .22 LR 8.7 15 10 FG AL • • 5 ST • 16 • • 6.8
Rimfire Target Conversion Kit™ 43 .22 LR 8.7 15 10 FG AL • • 5 ST • 16 • • 6.8

Options
LG Available with Crimson Trace Lasergrips
NS Available with night sights
WG Available with walnut grips
RG Available with rosewood grips

Frame Slide Barrel (match grade) Sights Grips Trigger (match grade)
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Micro Carry™ 47 8 .380 ACP 4.0 5.6 1.08 13.4 6 8 FG CM AL AZ • ST • 2.75 SS 16 • • 3.9 BS • • 7
Micro Carry Stainless™ 47 8 .380 ACP 4.0 5.6 1.08 13.4 6 8 FG CM AL AZ • SS • 2.75 SS 16 • • 3.9 BS • • 7
Micro CDP™ 47 8 LG .380 ACP 4.0 5.6 1.08 13.4 6 8 FG CM AL AZ • 30 • SS • 2.75 SS 16 • • 3.9 RW • • 7

New Micro Raptor Stainless™ 47 8 .380 ACP 4.0 5.6 1.08 13.4 6 8 FG AL AZ SR • SS • SR BC 2.75 SS 16 • • 3.9 ZW • • 7

MICRO PISTOL 
SPECIFICATIONS

Frame Slide Barrel (match grade) Sights Grips Trigger (match grade)
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Solo® Carry 51 9 RW 9mm 3.9 5.5 1.14 17 6 21 FG AL • • • • SS • • 2.7 SS 10 • • 4.4 BS 6.5–7.5
Solo® Carry Stainless 51 9 9mm 3.9 5.5 1.14 17 6 21 FG AL • • • • SS • • 2.7 SS 10 • • 4.4 BS 6.5–7.5
Solo® Carry DC 51 11 LG 9mm 3.9 5.5 1.14 17 6 21 FG CM AL • • • • SS • • 2.7 SS 10 • • 4.4 MI 6.5–7.5
Solo® CDP (LG) 51 9mm 3.9 5.5 1.14 17 6 21 FG CM AL • • • 30 • SS • • 2.7 SS 10 • • 4.4 • 6.5–7.5

New Solo® Crimson Carry™ 51 9 9mm 3.9 5.5 1.14 17 6 21 FG AL • SS • • 2.7 SS 10 • • 4.4 • 6.5–7.5
New Solo® Carry Sapphire™ 51 9mm 3.9 5.5 1.14 17 6 21 FG AL • • • BG • SS • • BB • 2.7 SS 10 • • 4.4 MI • 6.5–7.5

 

SOLO PISTOL 
SPECIFICATIONS

*Feature Key
AL Aluminum
AZ Anodized
BB Bright blue PVD finish
BC Back-cut serrations
BG Ball-milled grooves
BK Black PVD finish
BO Bone
BP Brush polished
BS Black synthetic
CM Carry Melt™ treatment
FG Full-length guide rod
FL Fine line
GR Grooved
GT G-10
HP Highly polished
LG Crimson Trace® Lasergrips®
LW Laminated wood
MI Micarta
RW Rosewood
SC Super Carry™ pattern
SE Serrations
SL Standard or military-length guide rod
SM Service Melt™ treatment
SR Scaled Raptor™ pattern
SS Stainless steel
ST Steel
ZW Zebrawood

1911 PISTOL 
SPECIFICATIONS

 7.  Master Carry models have Crimson Trace Master Series Lasergrips. 
 8.  All Crimson Carry, Master Carry, Super Carry and Micro models, along with the Classic Carry Pro, have a recessed slide stop pin. 
 9.  Solo models with white dot sights.
 10.  The Solo CDP (LG) has 30 lines-per-inch checkering on the backstrap.
 11.  The Solo Carry DC has a tough, black DLC finish on the slide and barrel, along with serrations on the front strap and backstrap.

 1.  The Warrior SOC features a tan (slide) and green (frame) KimPro II finish, Crimson Trace Rail Master laser sight, lanyard ring and special grips with an aggressive texture.
 2.  Team Match II pistols have red/blue G-10 grips and wear a 24K gold U.S.A. Shooting Team logo on the slide. 
 3.  Crimson Carry models with Crimson Trace Lasergrips that project a green beam are also available. 
 4.  Warrior models, along with the Pro Covert II and Custom Covert II, have a lanyard ring.
 5.  The Ultra RCP II has a bobbed grip safety and thumb safety, smooth magazine release button and trough sight – all for greater concealability and snag-free draw from concealed carry. 
 6.  Gold Combat models and the Classic Carry Pro have scalloped French shoulders that elegantly blend the slide to the frame.

*Barrel material for 1911 pistols available in California may be carbon steel rather than stainless steel where indicated.
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GENERAL 
INFORMATION
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A walnut • • •
AAA walnut •

A French walnut •
AA French walnut •

AAA French walnut •
Reinforced carbon fiber • • • • • •

Gray laminated wood • • •
Laminated wood, black epoxy finish •

Manners MCS-T6 •
Manners MCS-TF4 •

Ch
ec

ke
ri

ng Coverage Panel Panel Wrap None None None Panel Panel None None None Wrap Wrap None None None None None None

Lines per inch 20 20 24 20 20 24 24

Stippling • •
Ebony forend tip • • • •

Cheekpiece • • •
Hand-rubbed oil finish • • • • • • • • • •

Optifade™ Forest •
Optifade™ Open Country •

Front swivel stud for bipod • • • • •
Howell-style inletted rear swivel stud • •

Front barrel band swivel stud • • •
Sling swivel studs • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Flush swivel cups (4) •
Double crossbolts • •

Recoil pad thickness (inches) 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Pachmayr Decelerator pad • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Pillar bedding • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Glass bedding • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Steel grip cap • • • • • • • •

Ba
rr

el

M
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ia

l

Steel • • • • • • •
Stainless steel • • • • • • • • • • •

Fi
ni

sh

Highly polished blue •
Matte black • • • • • • •

Satin stainless steel • • • • • • • •
Desert Tan •
KimPro® II •

Express sights • • •
Fluting • • • • • • • •

Muzzle brake • • •
Match grade chamber • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

A
ct
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n
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l

Steel • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Stainless steel • • • • •

Fi
ni

sh

Matte black • • • • • • • • • •
Highly polished blue •

Color case •
Satin stainless steel • • • •

Desert Tan •
KimPro® II • • •

Ty
pe

Front locking repeater • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Mauser claw extractor • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Bo
lt

 h
an

dl
e

Sporter • • • • • • • • • • •
Fluted, hollowed •

Varmint •
Tactical • • • •

3-position Model 70-type wing safety • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Picatinny base set (2 pieces) •

Picatinny rail, 20 minutes elevation • • • •

Tr
ig

ge
r

Adjustable • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Factory setting (pull) pounds 3.5–4 3.5–4 3.5–4 3.5–4 3.5–4 3.5–4 3–3.5 3–3.5 3–3.5 3–3.5 3–3.5 3.5–4 3.5–4 3.5–4 3–3.5 3–3.5 3–3.5 3–3.5 3–3.5

Classic

Classic Select G
ra

de™

SuperA
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a™

Monta
na™

Adiro
ndack™ 

Mounta
in Ascent™

Varm
int

LongMaste
r® 

Classic™

Pro
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int™

LongMaste
r® 

VT™

SVT™
Capriv

i™

Capriv
i™

  (S
pecia
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a™

LPT™
Patro
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al™

Advanced Tactic
al™

 II

Advanced Tactic
al S

OC™

Advanced Tactic
al S

RC™

Stock Barrel
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Model

Classic

7mm-08 Rem. 84M 57 13.63 0.54 0.43 22 0.56 9.5 5 5/10 41.25
.308 Win. 84M 57 13.63 0.54 0.43 22 0.56 12 5 5/10 41.25
.270 Win.         84L 57 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 5 6/2 43.75
.30-06 Spfd.         84L 57 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 5 6/2 43.75
 300 WSM 8400 57 13.63 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 3 6/10 43.50
.300 Win. Mag. 8400 57 13.75 0.54 0.43 26 0.56 10 4 7/4 46.50

Classic Select Grade™ 

.223 Rem.         84M 57 13.63 0.54 0.43 22 0.56 9 6 5/13 41.25

.243 Win. 84M 57 13.63 0.54 0.43 22 0.56 10 5 5/13 41.25

.257 Roberts 84M 57 13.63 0.54 0.43 22 0.56 10 5 5/12 41.25
 7mm-08 Rem. 84M 57 13.63 0.54 0.43 22 0.56 9.5 5 5/10 41.25
.308 Win. 84M 57 13.63 0.54 0.43 22 0.56 12 5 5/10 41.25
.25-06 Rem.         84L 57 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 5 6/3 43.75
.270 Win.         84L 57 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 5 6/2 43.75
.280 Ack. Imp.                             84L 57 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 9.5 5 6/2 43.75
.30-06 Spfd.         84L 57 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 5 6/2 43.75
 270 WSM 8400 57 13.63 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 3 6/10 43.50
 300 WSM 8400 57 13.63 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 3 6/10 43.50
 7mm Rem. Mag.         8400 57 13.75 0.54 0.43 26 0.56 9.5 4 7/4 46.50
.300 Win. Mag. 8400 57 13.75 0.54 0.43 26 0.56 10 4 7/4 46.50
.338 Win. Mag. 8400 57 13.75 0.54 0.43 26 0.56 10 4 7/4 46.50

SuperAmerica™

 7mm-08 Rem. 84M 57 13.63 0.54 0.43 22 0.56 9.5 5 5/10 41.25
.308 Win. 84M 57 13.63 0.54 0.43 22 0.56 12 5 5/10 41.25
 270 WSM 8400 57 13.63 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 3 6/10 43.50
 300 WSM 8400 57 13.63 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 3 6/10 43.50
.300 Win. Mag. 8400 57 13.75 0.54 0.43 26 0.56 10 4 7/4 46.50

Montana™

.223 Rem.                 84M 59 13.63 0.54 0.43 22 0.56 9 5 5/6 41.25

.243 Win.  84M 59 13.63 0.54 0.43 22 0.56 10 4 5/5 41.25

.257 Roberts 84M 59 13.63 0.54 0.43 22 0.56 10 4 5/4 41.25
 7mm-08 Rem. 84M 59 13.63 0.54 0.43 22 0.56 9.5 4 5/2 41.25
.308 Win. 84M 59 13.63 0.54 0.43 22 0.56 12 4 5/2 41.25
.25-06 Rem.                               84L 59 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 4 5/10 43.75
.270 Win.                                     84L 59 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 4 5/10 43.75
.280 Ack. Imp.                             84L 59 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 9.5 4 5/10 43.75
.30-06 Spfd.                                84L 59 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 4 5/10 43.75
 270 WSM 8400 59 13.63 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 3 6/3 43.50
 300 WSM 8400 59 13.63 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 3 6/3 43.50
.300 Win. Mag. 8400 59 13.75 0.54 0.43 26 0.56 10 4 6/13 46.50
.338 Win. Mag. 8400 59 13.75 0.54 0.43 26 0.56 10 4 6/13 46.50

Adirondack™

7mm-08 Rem.                            84M 59 5 13.63 0.54 0.43 18 0.56 9 4 4/13 37.25

.308 Win.                                      84M 59 5 13.63 0.54 0.43 18 0.56 12 4 4/13 37.25

.300 AAC Blackout                     New 84M 59 5 13.63 0.54 0.43 18 0.56 8 4 4/13 37.25

6.5 Creedmoor                            New 84M 59 5 13.63 0.54 0.43 18 0.56 8 4 4/13 37.25

Mountain Ascent™ 

.308 Win.                                84M 59 2 13.63 0.54 0.43 22 0.56 12 4 4/13 41.25

.270 Win.                                84L 59 2 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 4 5/5 43.75

.280 Ack. Imp.                       84L 59 2 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 9.5 4 5/5 43.75

.30-06 Spfd.                           84L 59 2 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.56 10 4 5/5 43.75

Varmint 
.204 Ruger 84M 63 13.63 0.54 0.43 24 0.69 12 6 7/5 43.25
.22-250 Rem. 84M 63 13.63 0.54 0.43 26 0.69 14 5 7/9 45.25

LongMaster® Classic™
.223 Rem. 84M 63 13.63 0.54 0.43 24 0.69 9 6 7/5 43.25
.308 Win. 84M 63 13.63 0.54 0.43 24 0.69 12 5 7/5 43.25

Pro Varmint™     
.204 Ruger           84M 63 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.85 12 6 8/0 43.25
.223 Rem.           84M 63 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.85 9 6 8/0 43.25
.22-250 Rem.       84M 63 13.75 0.54 0.43 24 0.85 14 5 8/0 43.25

LongMaster® VT™ .22-250 Rem. 84M 63 13.63 1.75 0.25 26 1.05 14 5 10/0 45.25

SVT™     .223 Rem. 84M 63 13.63 1.75 0.25 18.25 1.05 9 6 8/5 37.50

Caprivi™
.375 H&H Mag. 8400 61 13.75 0.49 0.59 24 0.70 12 4 8/10 44.50
.416 Rem. Mag. 8400 61 13.75 0.49 0.59 24 0.70 14 4 8/9 44.50
.458 Lott 8400 61 13.75 0.49 0.59 24 0.70 14 3 8/8 44.50

Talkeetna™ .375 H&H Mag. 8400 61 13.75 0.49 0.59 24 0.70 12 4 7/12 44.50

LPT™
.223 Rem. 84M 65 13.75 0.54 0.43 22 0.85 9 6 8/0 41.25
.308 Win.             84M 65 13.75 0.54 0.43 22 0.85 12 5 8/0 41.25

Patrol Tactical™ II
.308 Win.                                     8400 65 13.5 0.43 0.38 24 0.80 12 5 8/12 43.25
.300 Win. Mag.                            8400 65 13.5 0.43 0.38 26 0.72 9 5 9/9 45.25

Advanced Tactical™ II
.308 Win.                                     8400 65 3, 4 13.5 Adjustable Adjustable 22 0.78 11 5 10/10 44.00
.300 Win. Mag.                            8400 65 3, 4 13.5 Adjustable Adjustable 27 0.78 9 5 11/4 48.00
6.5 Creedmoor                           New 8400 65 3,4 Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 22 0.78 8 5 10/10 44.00

Advanced Tactical SOC™
.308 Win.                                     8400 65 3, 4 Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 22 0.78 11 5 11/6 Adjustable
.300 Win. Mag.                            8400 65 3, 4 Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 27 0.78 9 5 12/0 Adjustable
6.5 Creedmoor                           New 8400 65 3,4 Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 22 0.78 8 5 11/6 Adjustable

Advanced Tactical SRC™ .308 Win.                               New 8400 65 3,4 Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 16 0.78 10 5 10/6 Adjustable
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CALIBER-SPECIFIC
INFORMATION

RIFLE SPECIFICATIONS

 1.  Weight can vary as much as 8 ounces due to natural walnut density.
 2.  Barrel length indicated on Mountain Ascent rifles does not include muzzle brake.
 3.  Barrel length on Advanced Tactical II, Advanced Tactical SOC and Advanced Tactical SRC rifles includes Surefire muzzle brake/suppressor adapter.
 4.  Advanced Tactical II, Advanced Tactical SOC and Advanced Tactical SRC rifles are shipped with one (1) 5-round detachable magazine. Additional 5- and 10-round magazines are available as an accessory.
 5.  The Adirondack has a threaded barrel and ships with a thread protector cap, but does not include a muzzle brake (which is available as an accessory). Also has a hollowed bolt knob.
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delivery system capable of accurate placement and with 

enough force to wrap around glasses or penetrate a face mask.  

A superior ingredient formulation combines a powerful  

solution of 10% OC (2.4% capsaicinoid content) with  

benzyl alcohol for increased viscosity. Delivery speed keeps  

each blast on target, reducing the risk of blowback, drift  

or a miss. Unlike conventional sprays, they do not 

lose pressure over time. In the world of less-lethal  

protection there is simply no more effective pepper device  

than a PepperBlaster or PepperBlaster II.

After proving to be a tremendously effective tool in the hands of 

law enforcement professionals, hundreds of defensive pepper 

spray products have been introduced. The common problem  

is that they are dispensed in old-fashioned spray canisters.  

Temperature-sensitive and difficult to aim, the slightest breeze  

can blow these irritating sprays back into the user’s face and 

make a bad situation worse. To overcome this problem, Swiss  

engineers perfected a cutting-edge delivery technology that  

takes the potential of OC to a higher level. PepperBlaster® and 

PepperBlaster® II use a revolutionary non-aerosol pyrotechnic  

Revolutionary Pyrotechnic Delivery System

Stop Threats At A Distance 
PepperBlaster and PepperBlaster II are today’s most consistently effective less-lethal 

delivery systems.  More powerful than conventional canisters, the pyrotechnic delivery 

system shoots a concentrated jet of OC solution at 112 MPH, far too fast for an  

assailant to avoid. An intuitive and ergonomic design promotes speed and accuracy. 

An orange PepperBlaster II training unit that fires blue dye is also available.

PepperBlaster and PepperBlaster II weigh about 4 ounces and are the size of most  

cell phones. They are easy to carry and conceal, so they will not be left at home or  

in the car like bulky cans. The PepperBlaster II has a pistol grip that ensures  

control and a sight system that aids accuracy. Both versions offer simple and  

ambidextrous operation. Aiming is as easy as pointing a finger and a reserve  

blast is immediately available if needed. Effective, reliable and affordable,  

PepperBlaster and PepperBlaster II are the best less-lethal options for stopping 

threats at a distance.

112 MPH 

13 Feet

PepperBlaster and PepperBlaster II are economical 
and disposable after use. Solution travels up to 
13 feet in a fraction of a second, far too fast for 
an assailant to avoid.

Technology, ergonomics and unequaled performance make PepperBlaster  and PepperBlaster II the most 
effective less-lethal protection available today. Don’t spray... shoot. PepperBlaster isn’t spray; it is better.

Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) is the 
most effective inflammatory agent 
available. Effects are immediate 
and last up to 60 minutes.

PepperBlaster and PepperBlaster II 
use patented Jet Protector  
Technology to propel 2 separate 
blasts of potent OC at 112 MPH.

PepperBlaster and PepperBlaster II 
have an effective range of up to 13 
feet; stopping threats at a distance.

The non-aerosol pyrotechnic drive 
system is not affected by cold or 
heat, and blasts straight through 
wind and rain.

PepperBlaster is a streamlined version of the 
PepperBlaster II and has an integral belt clip. 
Both have a swing-away trigger guard that  
protects against unintentional discharge. 
Item #LA95001

The PepperBlaster® II Trainer is an inert 2-shot 
training device that discharges a blue food 
grade dye for target practice. Item #LA98010

Available in red or gray, PepperBlaster II is fired 
by pressing a trigger mechanism. A pistol grip 
with finger groove ensures control and a sight 
system aids accuracy. Item #LA98001, #LA98002

To learn more about PepperBlaster and Pepper Blaster II, 
download a free QR Code reader app on your  

smart phone and scan this code.

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.com/pepperblasterLESS-LETHAL
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Caution: Strong irritant. Keep out of reach of children. May be unlawful to own or posses in some states  
or jurisdictions. Use for any purpose other than lawful self defense may be punishable by imprisonment,  
fines or both. Guardian Angel protected by U.S. Pat. 6,951,070B2.

PEPPERBLASTER® & PEPPERBLASTER® II

Dimensions (inches) PB L: 4.3, W: 0.9, H: 2.7
PBII L: 4.7, W: 1.0, H: 3.3

Weight (charged) 4.2 ounces (120 grams)

Effective range 2-13 feet

Operation Double action with automatic switchover

Content Liquid irritant, 2 charges per unit

Irritant agent 10% OC (oleoresin capsicum);
2.4% capsaicinoids

Charge volume 0.21 fluid ounces (6 ml)

Charge velocity 112 MPH/164 FPS

Operating temperature -4 °F (-20 °C) to 176 °F (+80 °C)

Trigger pull weight 6.6 pounds (3 kg)

Drop safety Drop tested to 5 feet (1.5 meters)

Water resistant Yes

Accessories PB Black Cordura carry pouch
PBII Black Cordura carry pouch, belt clip

Available colors PB Black
PBII Red, gray

Shelf life 4 years

Training unit (sold seperately) PB N/A
PBII Orange housing, contains inert blue dye

Package contents PB or PBII, storage tin, owner’s manual

Additional features PB Streamlined body, integral belt clip
PBII Pistol grip, open sights

A belt clip with thumb break fits PepperBlaster II.  
A black Cordura pouch fits both versions.  
Both items are offered as accessories. 
Item #LA98041, #LA98040



Kimber® pistols and rifles are shipped with a California- 

approved cable lock as a safety measure. Additionally, 1911 

pistols are shipped in a lockable high-impact case, and 

both Micro and Solo® pistols are shipped in a lockable soft  

case. Use of the cable lock is encouraged at all times when 

a firearm is in storage. Kimber owners may request a free 

cable lock by mail. Include $10 for postage and handling, 

and mail the request to:

Kimber Service
30 Lower Valley Road
Kalispell, MT 59901

Kimber firearms and Less-Lethal products should only be 

purchased and used in complete compliance with all laws; 

national, state and local. All suggestions for use in this  

catalog, or in any Kimber literature, must be taken within 

the context of these laws. Customers and dealers are  

required to comply with all applicable laws. 

All Kimber centerfire 1911 and Solo pistols now include the 

Loaded Chamber Indicator Port® feature. When a round is in 

the chamber and light is available, the brass or silver color 

of the shell casing should be visible through the port in the 

barrel hood. This feature is another example of Kimber’s 

commitment to firearm safety. However, one must never 

assume a firearm is unloaded until both the chamber and 

magazine are empty and the magazine is removed. Even 

then, all established rules of firearm safety must always be 

followed. Micro pistols do not have the Loaded Chamber 

Indicator Port feature.

Firearm safety is every gun owner’s responsibility. Use 

and store all firearms safely. Teach everyone in your home,  

especially children, proper firearm safety.

Kimber Less-Lethal products contain a strong irritant  

(inflammatory agent) derived from cayenne peppers. Avoid 

contact with skin and eyes. In case of contact, flush with 

water for at least 15 minutes. Seek immediate medical  

attention if symptoms persist or worsen. Always keep  

Kimber Less-Lethal products out of the reach of  

children. There is risk of injury to eyes if used at less  

than the minimum safe distances specified in the  

product instruction manual. Kimber Less-Lethal products 

may be unlawful to own or possess in some states and  

jurisdictions. Check with your state and local authorities.  

Use of Kimber Less-Lethal products for any purpose except  

lawful self  defense may be a crime. U.S. PAT. 6,951,070B2.

©2015, Kimber Mfg., Inc. All rights reserved. The absence 

herein of any product name, mark, logo, etc. does not  

constitute a waiver by Kimber Mfg., Inc. of any intellectual 

property rights that Kimber Mfg., Inc. may own. Information  

and specifications presented are for reference only and  

subject to change without notice at any time. Company 

names other than Kimber Mfg., Inc. mentioned herein, and 

such other companies’ respective product names, may be 

trademarks of such respective companies.

Gear 
Kimber offers a wide variety of logo apparel and gear, and the  

selection is always growing. Visit store.kimberamerica.com 

for a complete presentation.
Solo & Micro Magazines  
Two sizes of Solo 9mm and Micro .380 ACP magazines are available. 

Standard 6-round magazines fit flush, while extended 8-round 

(Solo) and 7-round (Micro) versions offer a longer gripping surface.

1911 Magazines  
Kimber 1911 magazines are available in an assortment of finishes, sizes 

and calibers. They fit Kimber pistols, plus almost any brand and model of  

Mil-Spec 1911. The KimPro® Tac-Mag® (center, with extra bumper pads) is the 

finest 1911 .45 ACP magazine available today. Both 7- and 8-round versions are  

offered, and a compact 7-round model fits pistols with short grips. Each has 

a quick-change system that permits immediate attachment of three included 

bases, along with large round count holes that read at a glance.

Grips 
Kimber offers a full selection of premium grips and  

Crimson Trace Lasergrips that fit almost any brand  

of 1911 pistol, regardless of caliber. Many feature hand-cut  

checkering and hand finishing. Crimson Trace Lasergrips 

in rosewood finish are also available for Solo and Micro  

pistols. Premium hex head grip screw sets are offered  

separately and add a finishing touch.

Leather 
An assortment of fine leather holsters and magazine  

carriers with the Kimber logo are available for Kimber 1911, 

Solo and Micro pistols. Kimber holsters also fit most other 

brands of Mil-Spec 1911 pistols.

Rimfire Conversion Kits 
Kimber Rimfire Target Conversion Kits (left) fit Kimber and most 

other Mil-Spec 1911 pistols with 4- or 5-inch barrels. Rimfire  

Compact conversions fit Kimber and most other Mil-Spec 1911 

pistols with a 3- or 4-inch barrel. Installation takes 1 minute and  

does not require tools. See page 42 for more information.

Kimber Custom Shop 
The Kimber Custom Shop™ can quickly and professionally modify 

or personalize any Kimber pistol. Services include installation of 

night sights, custom finishes, part replacement, checkering, melts, 

custom parts and tuning. 

Rifle Accessories 
A selection of mounting systems for any application, 

along with extended bolt handles, leather logo sling and 

other items is continuously expanding.

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
kimberamerica.comACCESSORIES
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NEW  

Scope Caption

NEW  

Scope Caption
NEW  

Scope Caption

Kimber now offers a wide assortment  

of accessories such as grips, magazines, 

leather and custom parts, along with 

 a complete selection of premium logo 

wear and other gear for shooters. Own 

a piece of the Kimber brand - the finest 

in shooting sports.

Find detailed images and information 

about all our firearms, accessories 

and Less-Lethal products as well as 

the locations of our Master Dealers by 

clicking on Find Dealer at the top of 

every screen at kimberamerica.com

Visit store.kimberamerica.com to shop for Kimber parts, accessories  

and gear, as well as PepperBlaster and PepperBlaster II Less-Lethal  

products. These items are also available at 2,000 Kimber Master  

Dealers across America. 

(888) 243-4522
kimberamerica.com
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